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Higher Living Standard
Predicted For Americans
WASHINGTON (AP) — Real income of
the average American family should increase between $1,400 and $2,000 by 1980,
leading to a significantly higher standard
of living, says a Brookings Institution
economist.
Real income means the money left after
adjustment for inflation and measures the
true buying-power of income.
The economist, Charles L. Schultze, said
Monday his calculations assume a continuation of the historical rate of increase
In the U.S. standard of living of 2 to 3 per
cent a year since World War II.
"There is no reason to believe that over
the next seven years that it will be in any
major way off" the historical trend, said
_,Schultze, who was President Lyndon B.
Johnson's budget director.
By 1980, he said, Americans should be

Additions to the Calloway County Health Department are ahead of schedule says R. L Cooper administrator. The south
addition should have the walls finished and all ceiling and electrical work completed in three weeks. The clink section of
the department will then move into the addition and the existing clinic area will undergo remodeling.
All windows have been installed in the west addition, with electrical and duct work remaining to be finished. Brick work
should begin in four days,said Cooper.
"We've been very fortunate to have this beautiful fall weather and that's aided in keeping the project ahead of
now av mike Gibson
schedule," explained Cooper."Also the cooperation with the workers is excellent," he added.

Rep. Clarke Withdraws From Race
For Speaker Of The State House
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Rep. Joe
Clarke, saying "it's apparent that I cannot
win," has withdrawn from the race for
speaker of the Kentucky House.
Clarke's bid seemed to have backing in
the Central Kentucky Caucus of House
Democrats, but the Danville Democrat
said Monday he would not be a contender.
His withdrawal left only two legislators
smakinglime post Rep. Norbert Blume,DLouisville, the current speaker, and Rep.
William Kenton, D-Lexington.
Clarke declined to comment on why he
decided he couldn't win.
Gov. Julian Carroll, who has said he was
staying out of the selection of legislative
leadership, repeated Monday that he could

Mostly Cloudy
Mostly cloudy today through Wednesday
with a few snow flakes over scattered
areas today. Chance of light snow beginning early Wednesday with possibly
some accumulation Wednesday morning.
High today in the mid 30s. Low tonight in
the mid 20s. High Wednesday inthe low
30s. Thursday mostly cloudy with chance
of snow.
-

work with Blume, Clarke or Kenton in the
speaker's job, according to John Nichols,
the governor's press secretary.
But a close Carroll ally, state
Democratic Party Chairman Howard
"Sonny" Hunt of Danville, reportedly has
been backing Kenton for speaker.
Carroll met Sunday with Rep. Dwight
Wells, D-Richmond, the unofficial leader
of the Central Kentucky Caucus, and Rep.
Don Stephens, D-Lezington, another
caucus member.

•
Firemen Called To
Home Of Carl Edwards
Murray City Firemen were called at
12:50 p.m. Monday to the home of Carl
Edwards, 1617 Miller, where a fire was
reported in a heater motor.
Fire department reports listed the
damage was minimal, with two trucks and
five men responding to the call.
At 8:25 a.m. today, firemen were called
to 528 Broad, to the home of Joy Williams,
where smoke was reported around a
fireplace. A blaze was extinguished under
the house with the booster. Eight men and
two trucks responded -

School Board Hears
Evaluation Reports
The Murray Board of Education heard a
favorable report from Principals
Alexander and Hina concerning the
Southern Association Evaluation report,
completed in April, at the board's regular
meeting Monday.
The self-study was carried out from
Sept., 1974 to April, 1975, and the findings
read in part, that there is "evidence of a
quality education program at Murray
High." The report was very complimentary in all departments of the
evaluation.
An audit report was presented by Bethel
Richardson for the 74-75 fiscal year. No

discrepancies were noted in the general
fund or other accounts audited, and the
audit report was approved.
The superintendent's report involved
plans for improving professional performance. Supt. Fred Schultz told board
members that 10 local staff members were
involved in the project, called Project
Update, which he recommended keeping
voluntary for this year.
Architect Gingles was employed by the
board to complete plans for new Middle
School windows, and other projects.
A board luncheon was set for tomorrow
at noon at Robertson Elementary school.

Stephens said the governor referred to
all three contenders for the speaker's post
Sunday as his -friends" and repeated his
pledge not to get involved.

'Hands Up' Survey Of Crime Is
Slated By Murray Woman's Club
The Murray Woman's Club has announced an extensive community-wide
crash inquiry of local leaders and citizens
designed to determine their attitudes on
crime problems and solutions as the first
step in "Hands Up," a national volunteer
campaign to reduce crime, according to
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, president of the
local club.
The Murray club is one of the 13,067
General Federation of Women's Clubs
(GFWC ) which are being asked to participate in the crime reduction effort
funded under a grant from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration,
Department of Justice.
The primary function of the inquiry will
be to provide an overview of the work done
by private social service agencies (United
Way, Legal Aid, etc.). The effort is
designed to give both the participating
ncies and the public a clear picture of
Crime reduction programs that the
sector currently offers the justice
!support system.
This section of the inquiry will also attempt to identify the obstacles these

Planning
Commission
44e
Monday
Meets
The Murray Planning Commission took
care of several items at its regular
meeting Monday night, according to City
Planner Dan Grimes.
After public hearings on the respective
properties, zoning change recommendations will be forwarded to the city
council on property owned by Birdie
Parker on Chestnut Street, from R-2, to B2; Billy Dan Crouse at Irvan and
Sycamore, R-2, to B-2; and ate.sboro
Development Co. and Calvert City
Warehousing, adjacent to 641 North, from
Agriculture to B-2 and R-4.
After a request from the council_ concerning livestock yards and sates within
the city limits, it was decided to hold a
public hearing on the issue. If passed, the
recommendations would be to make this a
conditional use in zoning classifications 13.2 and Industrial.
Public hearings were set for next month
on a rezoning request from Bill Oakie!,
concerning property on Old 641; and the
discussion of an ordinance to requir.
building permits for the remodeling of
commercial structures.

enjoying a standard of living 16 to 17 per
He also said it's "entirely possible" the
cent higher than in 1973. Since living stan- cost of a college education will increase
dards declined during the recession, that faster than the over-all rate of inflation,
means a sharp speed-up in the next four which could mean that some famines will
years, he added in an interview.
be spending a greater portion of their inSchultze said that even a pessimistic come for education.
outlook for the economy should allow for
"An obvious determination of how
an increase of $1,400 in real family income.
people spend their income is the change in
Median family income was about $12,051 in relative prices," he added.
1973, meaning there were as many
Schultze said his calculations assume
families making less than that figure as correct government economic policies and
there were making more.
the absence of catastrophe.
There is no way to predict how
He said a drop in the standard of living of
Americans will spend their additional
money in 1980, Schultze said, but he added, about 2.5 per cent in 1974 and 1975 was due
"you can be sure it won't be concentrated largely to the recession-induced high
unemployment. If unemployment conon any one area."
"You can probably expect people will be tinues above the full employment level of 4
buying smaller cars on the average than per cent in 1980, then the increase in living
standards will be slowed.
would otherwise be the case," he said.

agencies face in their work. It is hoped that
the results, when collected nationally, will
spotlight future areas of crime prevention
emphasis.
Other portions of the inquiry will assess
the attitudes of the general public and the
GFWC membership on current crime
issues. This community-wide inquiry,
combined with those of similar clubs
throughout the nation, will become the
basis of a national crime "summit"
meeting to be held in Washington, D. C.
early in 1976. The participants will work
toward isolating national priorities for
crime reduction. This event is planned to
bring together GFWC delegates,
prominent specialists from the criminal
justice field, policy leaders of national
private social service agencies, and
representatives of various ethnic and
special interest groups as well as victims
and ex-offenders.
-•

The delegates will return from the
national conference prepared to assist
local groups in duplicating the "summit"
meeting at the local level. "It is hoped,"

said Mrs. Carroll E. Miller, President of
the GFWC,"that this will result in tangible
action plans to be carried out by participating GFWC member clubs in conjunction with local alliances built through
the 'Hands Up' project process."

City Council
Meets Tonight
The regular meeting of the Murray
Common Council will be held tonight at 7 p.
m. at City Hall rather than the regularly
scheduled date which would fall on
Thanksgiving night.
On the agenda for the meeting are: a
hearing for fireman Gary Nance;
discussion of changes in the legal
description and a partial re-plat of the
Tucker property on the 121 Bypass; employment of a temporary assistant city
clerk; and the opening of bids on a minipumper for the Murray Fire Department.
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Plans for a national volunteers crime reduction project,"HANDS UP" were announced recently in the Washington, D.C.
office of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Department of justice. Principals in the announcement were,
from left, Richard W. Velde, Administrator, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Department of lustic, Mrs.
Carroll E. Miller, President of General Federation of Women's Clubs, Mrs. Mary lean Houde. Chairman of General
Federation of Women's Clubs, Public Affairs Department and Director of"HANDS UP" crime reduction project.

Athletes In Action Do Not Lose Regardless Of Score
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
If you look into today's sports section,
you will find where Athletes in Action lost
a 79-73 game Monday night to Murray
State University. Or did they?
First of all, you have to understand what
Athletes in Action is. They are a part of the
Campus Crusade for Christ. They travel
across the nation, all the members of one
team. And regardless of what they do on
the basketball foot, they are the "winning" team.
One of the things I'm concerned about
is that a lot of kids are hurt too much by
stress," said Coach Rle Nichols. Rle? It's
just like Harley only you take away the
"Our group defines winning as the total
release of all that you are toward God's
rintpos'e " Mr- you'th agTVéñüiC
Losing is simply leaving something
behind. If we lost in the basketball game, it
was when a couple of times we came down
the floor and didn't totally release men-

tally, like not slowing the ball down when California at Irvine. As a junior, he -Aas
Revelations 3:20 says: "Behold I stand said of his future.
"I came from a family where my
we had a six-point lead late in the game. suspended for drinking.
And so now you have it. One night in
parents had us in church and Sunday at the door of your heart knocking. If
"The scoreboard isn't always the in"One night when I was a senior, a guy school and I would catch myself falling anyone hear my voice, and open the door, I Murray, Ky. The next night in Memphis
and on down the line, playing as many as
dication of winning and losing," Nichols shared with me this thought : Most athletes asleep. I couldn't see how church could will come into him."
six games in nine days. And every one of
added.
want to be successful because something is really benefit my life at that time. I
"I asked Christ into my life," said the 40
The team is made up of former college missing in their life. The guy told me Jesus fulfilled my social needs through sports.
or so games AIA plays each year are
Beard, a handsome young Black man of 23. on
the road.
basketball stars, people like Danny Beard Christ was what I needed. I never really
"I went to Kansas State as a country
really didn't feel anything that night
of Sparta, Ill., and Scott Magnuson of ever understood that I could have a boy. I was lonely my first year, it was the
The team puts in between 100,000 and
but I knew he would come into my life.
Fullerton, Ca.
relationship with a living, personal God." first time in my life I was away from the That's been three and one-half years ago 150,000 miles per year.
II Corinthians 5:17 says: "If any man be love and affection of my parents.
"In order to play for AIA, first you have
now. He seemed to give me a new love and
Magnuson, a 6-11 giant, had the world in
"I saw a need for social life and I started
in Christ, he is a new creature, old things
affection for other people. I began to go to to be committed to Jesus Christ
the palm of his hands during his
pass away and new desires have collie" hanging around a group of guys who were the Bible and I found it was more than just Basketball comes second," said Coach
sophomore year at the University of
That sums up Scott Magnuson's life
carrying on a lot of activities...like getting a book."
Nichols.
Minnesota. Or at least he thought he had
"It's not that you are trying to be a drunk and getting involved in some drugs.
AIA gets its financial aid through person
the world in the palm of his hands.
better person, you truly are a new per"One night I sat down and began to
A philosopher summed up the space that support and the team budget.
think. There must be something more to was once tnissing in Beard's life: "There
"Basketball was the most important son."
For instance, an individual can make an
thing in my life. My biggest goal was to
Magnuson says he doesn't think he'll life than this. I was just spinning my is a God-shaped vacuum in the heart of
play in the NBA. At Minnesota, I was become a minister but "my relationship Wheels and not going anywhere. I began each man which can not be satisfied by investment in an athlete and his ministry
named as one of the top sophomores in the with Christ will always be my vocation." looking at the Bible again and it was just any created thing but only by God the or they can make donations to the team
Donations can be made by contacting
Big Ten. But I had several injuries and Twice, he has been in Africa on missionary another book." .,
Creator, made known by Jesus Christ."
Nichols at 5301 Turtle ('reek Drive, InThen one night he was sitting around the
frustrations and really couldn't handle it. I crusades.
Beard, married now for the past seven dianapolis. Ind. 46227
"My main feeling is joy I want to share dorm. You. know how it is, you sit in the
broke my foot and I felt I never had the
,
___.,4p,itiverist
"lye*
Zosn .w
Alatirrto'piny again.'it as .jttlir my'ego stsy-faith- mares
rita.!F.4Z1LaTzsr
door Amok:loNelgepliW.M11
4,atforLbli*P.111.1its-aeEsiod-saissa.i....
ly
.
1
negative things about sports, such as wideand I quit."
Beard grew up in the small southern somebody will drop by and say something'. with Athletes in Action.
"I would like, to work on a college spread drug use and point shaving etc., it's
That night,4 someone dropped by. And
Magnuson left Minnesota and spent a Illinois town of Sparta. He was an outsemester at Fullerton Junior College standing athlete and as a result, received a they said a lot...a lot that helped to change campus or even gel 'a job somewhere else really nice to know there's a group like
and work through a local church," Beard Athletes in Action
the life of Danny Beard.
before going on to the University of scholarship to Kansas State.
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New books at the Calloway manifestations of religion in our
County Public Library include society—from "Jesus Christ
the following:
Superstar" to Billy Graham—
CROCKERY. COOKERY, by from women priests to
Mable Hoffman. H. P. Books. presidential prayer breakfasts.
The recipes in this book were
BUILDING
EARLY
developed specifically for AMERICAN FURNITURE,
by
electric slow-cooking pots. Joseph Daniele. Staciqx)le.
Many full color illustrations are
More than a "how-to," the
included.
illustrations make this volume
THE GREEK TREASURE, an adventure into the past for
by Irving Stone. Doubleday.
hobbyists, antique lovers, and
The reader will find in this decorators.
biographical novel a love story,
THE
COURAGE
TO
an adventure story, and the CREATE, by Rollo
May.
beginnings of a new and Norton.
fascinating
science:
arDr. May writes out of his long
chaeology.
experience as a therapist obFEASTS FOR TWELVE OR serving and helping
people in
MORE, by Paul Rubinstein. their struggle to
find their
Macmillan Pub.
creative possibilities.
When the subject is large
THE DESPERATE ADdinner parties, the average VERSARIES, by
Jack Hofcook often entertains more fenburg. Crown.
fears than guests. According to
Researched and written with
Mr. Rubinstein, all the reasons the full cooperation
of the real
for not having a large party are L. A. sheriff and
his staff, this
unfounded and he offers many novel is an inside look
at the
savory dishes and helpful hints. workings of all the
deparments
CHRISTIAN, by Malcolm of law enforcement crews
as
Boyd. Hawthorn Books.
they act together to battle the
CHRISTIAN looks at popular citywide menace of
drugs.

By Estelle Spiceland
November 11, 1975
A pessimistic saying was that
troubles never cane singly.
Perhaps it is just as true for
pleasures as I learned last
week.
Mrs. Burman Parker and I
who have the same birthday
were very pleasantly surprised
by our family members
bringing in and serving us a
sumptuous birthday dinner on
November 7.
Then my birthday wish was to
hear again a former Nevils'
Creek revivalist, Bro. Stephen
Cobb, and though he has
recently retired and is living at •
his old home place near Coldwater, he was preaching last
Sunday at Coldwater's lovely
new church,so my husband and
I drove through a downpour of
rain to hear his good sermon
taken from Matthew 5:41,
"Whosoever shall compel thee
to go a mile, go with him
twain."
He reminded his audience
that many problems could be
solved and happiness could be

Series Of Parties Are Held At Places In
Murray And Mayfield For Rita McDaniel

FFININGTON SEVIN BOY — Stems Smith was sed 11111. Dotal F. $mith of Acute 7, thafield. At
the
mcepel during. the Mai Optima Youth Ap- extreme right is his maim spear Mrs Jackie Wises.
predities banned as the subtenant sear boy at Farmington NO Scheel Me is shwas with his parents, Mr.

L& B CAFE
Route 5- Hwy.121S.
will be open Thanksgiving from
6 a. m.- 3 p. m.
Specialofthe Day
Roast Turkey & Dressing
Chicken & Dressing
Choice of 3 Vegetables
For Only $2.50

Everyone is welcome!
Phone 753-9465

Tuesday, November 25
Book Fair will be held all day
at Robertson School and also
during the open house by the
PTA at seven p.m.
The Alumnae Chapter of
Sigma Alpha Iota will meet at
the home of Shirley Doron at
seven p.m.
Ground breaking ceremony
for new home of Murray Moose
Lodge No. 2011 will be at the
new site on North 16th Street
Extended at four p.m.

A series of parties have been
held recently to honor Miss Rita
McDaniel and Gregory L.
McKeel, of Murray, who will be
married on November Z3.
Miss McDaniel is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George McDaniel, Hillcrest
Drive, Mayfield, and Mr.
McKeel's parents are Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. McKeel, Murray.
On
Sunday
afternoon,
November 16, the Mayfield
First United Methodist Church
Fellowship Hall was the setting
for a tea planned to honor Miss
McDaniel. Hostesses for the

occasion were Mrs. Bill Hale,
Jr., Mrs. Lynn B. Yates, Mrs.
Ivan Locke,Mrs. J. B. Washam,
and Mrs. Bob Scarbrough.
Receiving with Miss McDaniel were her mother and
Mrs. McKeel, mother of the
prospective bridegroom.
The honoree wore a brown,
floor-length dress trimmed with
ecru lace, and was presented a
crosage of bronze and gold
cushion mums, accented with
apple green and brown ribbons.
The tea table was overlaid
with an ecru linen cloth, and
was centered with a beautiful
arrangement of cushion mums,
carnations and foliage in
autumn tones, in a cut glass
bowl. Gold tapers in threebranch silver candelabra were
at each side of the flower
arrangement. Punch was
served from an antique cut
Mission Group will meet at glass bowl, and other refreshthe home of Margaret Taylor at ments carried out the
bridal
ten a.m. for an all day meeting' motif, using silver and
crystal
appointments.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
A large group called between
at seven p.m. at the Health the hours of two and four
Center.
o'clock.
A dessert party held
Ellis Center will open at ten November 9 at the home of Mrs.
a.m. for Senior Citizens with Gerald Wilson, Sedalia Road,
monthly clean up at 10:30 a.m., Mayfield, was planned to honor
sack lunch at noon, band
practice at 12:30 p.m., and
learning to square dance at 1:45
p.m.

Dexter Arts and Crafts Senior
Citizens group will meet at
Dexter Community Center at Miss Paula „Jo Waggoner,
nine a.m.
bride-elect of Milton West, was
the honoree at a bridal shower
Murray Quota Club will meet given by her aunt, Dr. Pauline
at twelve noon at the Triangle Waggoner, and her grandInn,
mother, Mrs. Inez Waggoner,
on Tuesday, Nov. 18, at 6:30
Wednesday, November 26
p.m.
Murray State Amateur Radio
For the event, the honoree
Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. at chose a long tweed skirt, with a
Ham Shack.
white sweater-blouse. She was
presented a corsage of pink
Bowling for Senior Citizens carnations tied with azalea pink
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30 ribbon.
p.m.
Mrs. Eugene Waggoner and
Mrs. David West, mother and
mother-in-law to be respecThursday, November 27
Annual
community-wide tively of the bride-elect, were
Thanksgiving service will be also presented hostesses' gift
held at First Christian Church corsages of carnations.
As the guests arrived, Dr.
from ten to 10:45 a.m.
Waggoner greeted them, Ann
Russell took their packages to
Sunday, November 30
the gift table and Betty Veatch
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie A. registered them at the
Green will celebrate their 60th registration table.
wedding anniversary at their
Formal introductions were
home, Route Two, Buchanan, made by a great aunt, Mrs.
7'n., from two to five p.m. Pauline Wainscott, who also
Friends are invited to call.
conducted the entertainment.
This was followed by the
honoree opening her gifts.
The gift table was overlaid
with a white tablecloth, and
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor azalea pink streamers fell
gracefully from a large white
SUNDAY SUPPER
Salad Nicoise
Rolls wedding bell hanging over the
Peach Shortcake
center of the table and the
SALAD NICOISE
streamers were attached te the
Small head lettuce,
four corners with matching
shredded
bows. By Paula Jos request,
Two 7-ounce cans tuna,
drained
BAKED ALASKA
1 cup cooked sliced
two cups of chopped
Fold
potatoes
fresh sweet cherries into one
1 cup cooked cut snap beans
pint softened vanilla ice cream.
3 hard-cooked eggs,
Spread in a chocolate cookie
quartered
crumb 8-inch pie shell. Return
3 tomatoes, quartered
Small red onion, sliced
to freezer. When ready to serve,
thin and separated into
top with a meringue using three
rings
egg whites, six tablespoons
12 ripe olives
sugar and one-fourth
Oil amd vismaar dressing
_of tartar: Be mishit
cream
tkrrithge lathe ingrtdients in
order given in a salad bowl seat meringue to edge of crirst
Bake at 500 degrees until lightly
Just before serving, toss
browned, three to five minutes.
dressing Makes 6 servings
Serve immediately or freeze

The Faith Doran Circle of the
multiplied if people were willing Murray United Methodist
to go the second mile, doing not Women met Tuesday, Nov. 18,
only what was required of them, at 2 p.m. in the Senior Youth
but going above and beyond room with Mrs. Carl Harrison,
chairman, presiding.
their duties.
Mrs. Leonard
Then Monday two cousins,
Vaughn,
Mrs. Opal McClure Holland program chairman, introduced
Mrs. Jewel Lovins Outland, Rev. Bill Hart, guest speaker.
Rev. Hart gave a very incame to spend the day with me.
Visiting has almost gone out spiring Thanksgiving message,
of style, but we enjoyed this so using for his topic,"Rejoice and
much we decided that the old In Everything Give Thanks."
fashioned custom should be He closed singing "Bless This
House" as his closing prayer.
revived.
Mrs. Willie Smith who sanc- Ruby Harrell was his actions this plans a McClure companist.
Mrs. Harrison conducted the
reunion at the Federal Loan
Building in Murray on business session that followed
and made announcements of
Thanksgiving Day.
Tobacco stripping outside in interest to circle members.
Minutes and roll call were
the sunshine the past few
beautiful days gave many in- given by secretary, Mrs. Robert
dustrious housewives and Smith, and Mrs. Isaac Clanton
retirees enjoyable pasttime gave the treasurer's report.
Members signed pledge cards
occupation.
Mrs. Sally Nance Livesay was for 1976 and the World Bank
hostess to the Homemakers fund was collected.
During the social hour, the
Club Wednesday.
We used to sing at Stewart hostesses, Mrs. E. W. Riley,
County club meetings, "The Mrs. Burnett Waterfield and
more we get together, the Mrs. Ruby Frank served
happier are we." That should be delicious refreshments to the 27
members present.
true at churches too.
Thanks to the generosity of
the late Keys Patterson who
FISH BARGAIN
deeded some land for the
Fish is an excellent source of
enlargement of Concord
protein and calcium, and one
Cemetery. Larry Traughber
four-ounce can of sardines
has bulldozed and hnafled this
provides 45 per cent of the
land. Keys will also be
recommended daily adult
remembered for the artesian
allowance in each group.
well found on this same
property he brought from the
•
Nance sisters.

Miss McDaniel.
Refreshments were served
from a table covered with an
ecru lace cloth, and holding as
its centerpiece an arrangement
of plum mums in an antique cut
glass bowl. Other table apSLOPPY FRANKS
pointments were of silver and Heat a 1544-ounce can of chili
crystal.
con carne and stir in a pound of
Miss McDaniel selected from skinless franks, cut in chunks.
her trousseau a double-knit When heated through, add a cup
dress in shades of rust. She was of grated Cheddar cheese and
presented a gift by the hostess. cook just until the cheese melts.
Fourteen guests were invited. Serve in hot, crusty buns and
On Saturday, November 15, call 'em sloppy franks.
Mr. and Mrs. Hassel Kuyendall,
ADD INTEREST
of 1715 Plainview Drive in
Variations on a cottage
Murray, entertained with a
dinner party in honor of Miss cheese theme: combine cottage
cheese with any of these, diced
McDaniel and Mr. McKeel.
Fourteen couples were in- cucumber, celery, green
pepper; drained, crushed
vited to attend.
The honor couple was pineapple; slivered toasted
presented a gift of outdoor almonds or pecans; finely
conking equipment by the chopped dates, raisins or dried
prunes and nuts.
hostesses.
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, of
STIR AND TASTE
Murray, entertained Weden- Even if youngsters like to stir
sday, November 19, at the and taste pudding with the same
Holiday Inn in Murray with a spoon, tell them
it's a no-no!
luncheon honoring Miss Mc- Using the same spoon for
Daniel.
tasting and stirring may cause
For the occasion, Miss Mc- the starch to break
down and
Daniel wore a trousseau dress result
in a thin, watery pudding.
of green and beige knit. She was
presented a silver Revere bowl,
a gift of the hostess.

her grandmother assisted her at
the gift table by registering the
gifts.
Following the gift opening,
the guests were invited into the
dining room for refreshments.
The table was overlaid with a
linen cut work and embroidered
tablecloth and decorated with a
single large rose-colored candle
flanked by three beautiful longstemmed roses lying on the
table. The punch bowl graced
one end of the table and plates
of dainty cookies the other with
bowls of nuts and mints bet
ween.
Rachel Baar poured, assisted
by Kathy Rively, serving 20
guests. Some, who could not
attend, sent gifts.

•
•

• Kidshow
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Family Portraits
Make Great
Christmas Gifts
Call today
for an appointment
(502) 753-7360
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Mr. And Mrs. Stokes Honored
On 50th Wedding Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Stokes of Route One, Rosebud, Ill.
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary Friday, November 14.
Mr. Stokes is a native of Lynn Grove, Ky. The couple met and
married in Akron, Ohio, where they lived prior to moving to
Rosebud in 1960.
Mrs. Stokes is the daughter of the late H. B. and Nellie Stewart
Barnett. Mr. Stokes is the son of the late William R. Stokes and
Ella Swift Stokes of Murray,Ky.
Attending the celebration from out-of-state was their son,
Robert J. Stokes, of Springdale, Ohio, with his wife, Mrs. Linda
Stokes, and their daughters, Linda and Leslie. The couple's
daughter, Mrs. Lois Armstrong, her husband John Armstrong,
and their daughter,Karen,came from Springdale, Ark.

Take Guard Against
Butt-in In-law
By Abigail Van Buren
0 I 117S by Chou** Tribuwe

1' Wm* 1400 lac

DEAR ABBY: Can you stand one more mother-in-law
Letter? I hope so, because that's my problem. My
mother-in-law lives quite close to me and is always popping
in, which I don't mind because she never stays long. But
when she gets home, she phones me, and here is a partial list
of her comments and questions:
"Are you sure Albert Ihe's my husband) is feeling all
right? He looks constipated to me."
"I think you are keeping your house too warm. The kids
get overheated and might catch cold when they go outside.
"I noticed that your plants are dry. Aren't you watering
them regularly?
"I saw nationally advertised brand canned goods in your
cupboard. Why don't you buy the off-brand products? They
are just as good and much cheaper.
"Don't you think you should tell Johnny i my son) to turn
down his stereo? I read that today's teenagers will be
wearing hearing aids by the time they are 40 because they
play their records so loud they're going deaf.
"Why do you let June Imy 17-year-old daughter) wear so
much makeup? She looks like a cheapie."
I've asked my husband to please tell his mother to quit
trying to live my life. He says he's tried, but it's hopeless.
Have YOU any suggestions? She has already given me
ulcers.
ULCERS IN ST. LOUIS

Down the

arden Path
0.
Dillard Roberts, second from right, wit; the honored guest at the potluck luncheon and birthday party held by the Dexter Senior Citizens on Wednesday, November 12, at the Dexter
Community Building. Mr. Roberts was celebrating his 97th birthday. On the right is Ben Haley
from Hardin who presented the Senior titizens with an American Flag donated by the Woodmen of the World. On the left is Stafford Curd, president of the Dexter group, and next is Tom
McCoy, director of Dexter, Almo, and Faxon area Senior Citizens. Bro. John Hicks gave the invocation. Eighty-three persons were present for the dinner served at tables decorated in the
Thanksgiving colors.

DEAR ULCERS: Learn to tune her out when she's
reciting her list of comments, complaints and questions.
Throw in an occasional "Yea, Mother," and when she's
finished, say, "Thank you. Now I've got to run." Then
forget it. And remember, it's not what you eat that gives
you ulcers—it's what's eating YOU.
DEAR ABBY: I am a lonely, retired widow, and I am
dating a man of the same status.
On several occasions he has lost control of his temper and
has broken a few things. Also, when he drinks too much, he
becomes very loud and insulting. Then, too, he has
purposely tried to make me jealous by being overly
attentive to other women.
I love this man, but would I be taking a chance on
marrying him?
NEEDS COMPANIONSHIP
DEAR NEEDS: Yes. A big chance. Only you can decide
whether his "companionship" would compensate for his
faults. Me? I'd rather be sans-companion.
DEAR ABBY: Because I am a faithful reader of your
column, three members of my family have become
card-carrying kidney donors.
. We would Dow like to know to whom we should write for
information about how to donate our eyes after death.
COLUMBUS,OHIO
DEAR COLUMBUS: Your local Lions Club can help
you. So can any eye doctor. And three cheers for all three of
you!
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.

Thanksgiving
Buffet
Serving 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Menu
4)4 Vegetables
eTurhey & Dressing
with giblet gravy
*Baked Ham
*fresh Cranberry Salad
*Candied Yams

*Wide Assortment
of Salads
*Pumpkin Pie
*Choice of Beverage

Children
Under 12

/
1
2Price
Of

MURRAY

Where Dining is a Pleasure
753-5984

Hwy.Ku S.

Residents of Dexter rol their plates at the potluck luncheon
and birthday party held by the Dexter Senior Citizens on
November 12 at the Dexter Community Center. Present for
the occasion were eighty-three persons. Special honored
guest was Dillard Roberts who was 97 on that date.

BOW- Club Celebrates 48th
The Murray Business &
Professional Club celebrated
their forty-eighth birthday
Thursday evening at 6:30 at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Hostesses were: Opal Roberts,
Freda Butterworth, Gussie
Adams, Larue Spann and Helen
Basel.
The guest speaker was Betty
Lowry, who was introduced by
Neva Gray Allbritten. Mrs.
.Linerywas_recently elected by
the Murray Business &
Professional Club as "The
woman of achieverrient" and
will be a guest at the Winter
Board Meeting in Louisville in
February. Mrs. Lowry spoke of
good citizenship yesterday,
today and tomorrow. She
warned her audience not to take
the Bill of Rights and their
inheritance for granted.
Other guests were Mrs.
Josephine Poyner of Mayfield,
Assistant Director of District I
and beveral members of the
Mayfield and Emblem Clubs of
Mayfield. Several members of
the Murray Art Guild were
guests and displayed their
paintings. Other guests from
Murray were Faira Alexander,
Euldene Robinson and Meadow
Huie.
President Frances Shea gave
the Thomas Jefferson prayer
for the nation as the invocation.
Rubye Pool, chairman of
BUDGET WITH STYLE
Stir a little prepared mustard
and canned pineapple chunks
into baked beans. Heat well.
Just before serving, add cubes
of cheddar or Jack cheese.
Serve with frankfurters.

Businsu Woman's Week
preserited Mrs. Shea with the
"Woman of the Year" guard,
since she was in Ireland un
vacation when she won this
award.
The
traditional candle
lighting services was done by
Mrs. Roberts and Mrs. Spann.
President Shea named her
candle "Gratitude."

The November meeting of the
Sunnyside Homemakers was
held at the County Extension
Office with vice-president Carol
Kelly presiding in the absence
of president Kaye Taylor.
The devotion was read by
Frances Garrison and the
thought was read by Vandeline
Weatherford.
Six members and one guest
answered the roll call with
"something I like to collect.The minutes and treasurer's
report were given by the
secretary.
A lesson on power-puff
mechanic was presented by
Sandy Barnett.
Liz McGinnis, a nursing
student at Murray State
presented
a
University
'program on family planning.
She gave an interesting talk on
birth control methods and when
to see the family doctor.
The meeting was adjourned
with the hostess, Francis
Garrison, and two other
Members, Carol Kelly and
Evelyn Phillips, serving onedish meals.
The Christmas dinner will be
held on Dec.6 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
All members are invited to
attend.

Mrs. Treva Mathis, left, instructor In home economics at
Murray State University presented the program on "MI
About Turkey" at the meeting of the Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club held on Monday, November 17,
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house. She was introduced by Mrs.
Cliff Campbell, program chairman, right. Mrs. J.B. Burkeen,
chairman, presided, Mrs. Z. C Enix read the minutes, and
Mrs. Robert Hendon gave the financial report. Twenty members were present. Hostesses were Mesdames A. L Hough.
Robert Hendon, La Verne Burke, and Cliff Campbell, who served refreshments along with dishes made by Mrs. Mathis.

By MRS.W.P.WILLIAMS

It is beginning to look like
November as the trees lose
their foliage and frost is on the
roof. The mornings are crisp
and clean and invigorating. It
is a wonderful time of the
year.
But, then, I haven't found a
time of the year that isn't
wonderful. Each season as it
arrives is full of fascinating
events and each one has as a
special task for the gardener.
I really shouldn't call it a task
for such things are pleasures
and joys, not drudgery.
My compost pile is heaped
high with leaves awaiting the
winter rains to pack them
down and turn them into good
dirt again. One more raking of
the yard will take care of the
leaves that are so reluctant to
leave the tree, and seem to be
waiting for the next windstorm to bring them down.
The squirrels are busier
than I have seen them all
sununer, for they are storing
up acorns and hickory nuts for
their winter hoard. Nuts are
plentiful this year and we
should see some fat, sassy
squirrels in the spring.
The killing frost got to all
annuals. They are hanging
limp and black. But they have
been so enjoyable all through
the summer that I can't be
sorry to see them go. The next
task is to clear away the
debris and put a little mulch
over the ground.
Under most of my annuals I
have some narcisus planted.
With a little help and extra
fertilizer, a border can dc
double duty. The narcissus
leaves get scraggly looking
after the blooms die down
In spring, so that annuals
planted over them grow
quickly and cover them. It is
just like rotating crops on a
farm

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
FAMILY DINNER
settias that you are saving
Fish Fillets
Potatoes
from last Christmas. You
Creamed Celery
Salad
Chocolate Cake
have already brought them
CHOCOLATE CAKE
into the house for the winter.
If you have unsweetened
But rember, they must be
In a room where there is no cocoa — bought for a cake or
light turned on at night. The cookie recipe — on your kitchponaettia is one plant that en shelves, here's another good
needs a long night. They will use for it.
V4 cup butter or margarine
not bloom if they are in a room
2 cups sifted confectioners'
where the lights are turned as
sugar
soon as it is dark outside. If
1 egg
you can do nothing else,
1-3rd cup unsweetened cocoa
simply put the pot in a closet
Two 8-inch round white,
when you turn the lights on in
yellow or chocolate cake
the room. As soon as the color
layers
shows in the bloom, then you
In a medium mixing bowl
can bring it out into the light beat the butter with 1 cup of
and it will continue to be the sugar; add egg; beat to
beautiful. Give it just enough blend. Add remaining sugar
water to keep the soil moist, and the cocoa; beat until fluffy.
don't over-water.
(Makes about Por cups.) Put
Have you planted your the cake layers together with
crocus yet? It's late but you some of the frosting; use rest
to cover top and sides.
can still do it.

;Vilifet4
:
Some of pu have poin-

Help us celebrate
this week ...
z
free
gift
wrapping

This offer includes Men's Women's and Children's Shoes.

2NDAnniversary
Special ..,„1

10% Storewide Discount

The
Shacase

121 Ily.pasi
753-454

West of the stadium

See this Wednesday's Ledger and Times
for the most Colossal Diamond
Clearance Sale Ever Witnessed in Murray!

2
SALE
FOR
I
SHOE
Buy One Pair at Reg.
Second Pair Free!!
Price, Get a

The parents of the Murray
Preschool Corporation met for
their
meeting
Monday,
November 17.
Mrs. June Warden Smith
spoke to the group on selecting
books for the three and four
year old. She brought some
interesting books to share with
the group and also gave some
criteria for parents to use when
buying a book for their child.
Refreshments were served
after the program. A short
business meeting followed.
Mrs. Sara Hussung, teacher
at the pre-school, told the
parents some of the things that
would be happenini. in
December at the pre-school.
Those present were Judy
Stahler, Dottie Jordon, Sophie
Sagerea, Annete Prokop, Nancy
Hankins, Nancy Fandrich,
Anita Lawson, Lou Huie, Mw
iloyer, ha Brown, and Sara
Hussung,
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Garrott's Galley

Guest Editorial

The Reign
Of Spain

So Much To Be Thankful For
Yet Taken So For Granted

By M. C. Garrott
Day after tomorrow
will be
The latest fad in automobile Latin actor to push its new entry. Thanksgiving, and the day never rolls
that I don't recall the most
names is Spanish cities or Is it because Spain once sym- around
memorable Thanksgiving Day of my life
is
Or
luxury?
ostentatious
bolized
regions. Among the new lines are
until now.
the association with virile
Granada,Cordoba and Seville.
It was in 1944. I was with the Army in
These things seem to go in conquistadores — the macho bit England. We hadn't been overseas long,
cycles and the reasons usually are again? But all that was long ago having landed at Plymouth on Armistice
Nov. 11, only a couple of weeks or so
quite clear to the motivation and Spain doesn't exactly give off Day,
before. Eisenhower, Patton, Bradley,
conthe
in
vibrations
those
the
select
researchers who help
Simpson and the other big generals were
names. After all, with the possible temporary world.
getting ready for their big drive on GerOf course Spain once had most many and Berlin. I guess that's why they
exception of the Edsel,the point in
naming a new car is to pick one of the world's gold but became sent for us. We had begun to think we had
forgotten.
that stimulates sales — and inefficient and decadent and lost been
had been sent up into the northern
We
what
not
Detroit learned a lot of things it. We know that's
part of England near the Scottish border to
conabout
thinking
Detroit is
from the Edsel.
the little town of Ulverston. They hadn't
There was the ferocious animal sciously, but not even the had any "Yanks" in that part of the
phase — Jaguar, Cougar, motivation researchers can be country before, so we were more than just
Barracuda — which was meant to sure of the subconscious when it's strangers.
Other American units were in nearby
appeal to those who see an their own that is at work.
towns, which over there are about as far
-Atlanta(Gs.) howled
automobile as a symbol of power,
apart as from Murray to Stella or Cherry
was
Corners, and the chaplains all had gotten
masculinity or such. There
together and planned a big Thanksgiving
the frisky animal stage —
service in an old church right in the town
Mustang, Colt, Pinto — to appeal
where we were This was good as it meant
to a more playful attitude toward
we could march to the church rather
smaller cars. There was the
than line up a bunch of vehicles for the
necessary transportation.
seaside resort phase — Malibu,
++++
Biscayne, Riviera — which iden- A resident of Atlanta, Sylvan
Until that day, Thanksgiving, to me,
tified travel with pleasure.
Baxter, was flooded with requests meant primarily the big football game
Only the motivation researcher for money for a college fraternity with Paducah Tilghman, being a Mayfield
knows for sure why there's a he pledged 35 years ago but never boy. I saw a lot of those Thanksgiving
Spanish cycle today. One joined. rind of the correspon- classics, even driving back from St. Louis
manufacturer even uses a noted dence bombardment, he printed for them after we moved up there, but I
had never really grasped the real meaning
"Deceased" on the last request of Thanksgiving until that day in 1944 in
envelope and sent it to fraternity England.
+++++
headquarters.
The service was held in a very old
a
for
asking
letter
a
got
he
Then
HI The ismot weed Neu
church, founded in 1111, which made it 834
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 25,the 329th day contribution to set up a memorial years old at the time. Its congregation was
of 1975. There are 36 days left in the year.
at the fraternity house in his of the Church of England denomination,
Today's highlight in history:
honor.
and such a service as ours was new to
On this date in 1783, the British
-Joseph Purism, Editor's Came them as Thanksgiving is strictly an
evacuated New York, their last military
Macon(Go.) News American observance.
position in the United States in the
It was quite a sight seeing all the troops
Revolutionary War.
arrive, some marching smartly up as our
On this date:
unit did and others arriving by truck,
In 1758, in the French and Indian War,
dismounting and quickly falling into ranks
the British captured Fort Duquesne at
before marching into the church.
what is now Pittsburgh, Pa.
No one was compelled to go. It was
In 1863, Union troops captured
strictly a voluntary proposition. The day
Missionary Ridge, ending the Civil War
was a holiday. A big turkey dinner was on,
Capitola, Calif.—Women may be able to the noon menu
Battle of Lookout Mountain in Tennessee.
at the mess halls, and the
without
In law, station WTAW of College frolic on the local beach topless
for those who
available
was
service
Station, Tex. broadcast the first play-by- fear of arrest. The City Council in this wanted to go.
California
central
play description of a football game — bet- coastal community in
I don't know about the other units, but I
ween the University of Texas and Texas adopted an ordinance against nudity, but was extremely proud of our fellows, as
bosoms.
female
exempted
the measure
A&M.
by they dressed up and joined the formation
In 1957, it was disclosed that President "You can solve a lot of legal problems
ordinance," for the march to the church to the man.
our
of
out
breasts
leaving
Dwight Eisenhower had suffered a slight
Only the cooks had to stay behind to
the city attorney said. Supervisor Henry prepare the dinner. We had been overseas
stroke.
be
In 1964, there was serious rioting in the Mello said female breasts should
only a short time. We didn't know what
covered. But County Counsel Howard was ahead, and I guess we were all
South Vietnamese capital of Saigon.
be
could
this
said
In 1969, President Richard Nixon Gowthrop
for something in an approvision for reaching
renounced use of germ warfare and discriminatory without a
homesick sort of way.
prehensive,
bra on the
pledged to destroy existing US.stockpiles males. "I'd hate to wear a
+++++
said.
Harry
Phil
Supervisor
beaches,"
of bacteriological weapons.
I'll never forget marching into that
Ten years ago: PrestdefltOIeph -(itegister-Paaaronian Sun)
church as long as I live. Hanging down and
Kasavubu of the Congo was depeastflo-afacing us with its field of stars in the upper
-- -bloodless military coup by Maj. Gen.
A post office spokesmen NO the other left corner from the front of the church
Joseph Mobutu.
day that last year there'vrere 31 dog bites was the biggest American flag I had ever
Five years ago: President Richard on mailmen and there was a substantial seen, and we were marching in to the
Nixon fired Walter Hickel as Secretary of loss from time off. (The Scottish Express) cadence of "The Stars and Stripes
the Interior:
Forever," played by a military band.
One year ago: The third Secretary
There's a reporter at the Sacramento It is different to describe the feeling I
General of the United Nations, U Thant of Bee named Dick Tracy who says his name personally had that morning when we so
Burma,died of cancer at the age of 65.
causes problems. He said in a column unexpectedly came face to face with that
Today's birthdays: John Kennedy Jr. is Tuesday that the worst was when he and big, beautiful flag in that faraway, at the
15. Composer Virgil Thompson is 79.
another youth named Gary Cooper were time, land. How proud we were to be
Thought for today: If you would reap out past curfew in their hometown and a Americans, and, even though we had been
praise, you must sow the seeds — gentle policeman stopped them. Asked his name, in England only a few weeks, we had seen
words and useful deeds — Benjamin Tracy replied, "Dick Tracy, sir," at which enough to be thankful unto God for the
•
Franklin, 1706-1790.
he said the officer's jaws tightened. "And privilege of living in the United States.
your the officer asked, pointing his night
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today,the Continental Congress stick at the other youth. "I suppose you're Our Army chaplains conducted the
! in Philadelphia formally declared British Sam Ketchum?" "No, I'm Gary Cooper. service that day. There were three of
ships open to capture, as retaliation for Honest." "Smart kids," replied the of- them—Jewish, Catholic and Protestant—
and I am sorry to say I remember little of
ficer. "Get in the car."
British raids on American coastal towns.

Dead Letter
Office

Today In History

Funny
Funny World

what they said. I do, however, remember
very vividly how their worth and prayers
brought unashamed tears streaming down
the cheeks of us all, especially when the
song, "America The Beautiful," was
played and sung.
Another was "Faith of Our Fathers." I
never hear that great hymn that I don't
think of that Thanksgiving Day service
during the war—my war, World War II.
+++++
We had great admiration for the English
people. They had been through a lot and
their troubles were far from over. A
British constable (policeman) and a
retired banker and I became great friends,
and I was in their homes many times
before we moved on. Everything eaten,
worn or used by them at the time was
rationed, and I mean strictly rationed.
One old gentleman in he neighborhood
had told me earlier that it had been 12
months since he had even seen an orange,
much less eaten one. We were given some
fruit that Thanksgiving noon and I took an
orange across the street to his little shop
and gave it to him.
I wish you could have seen it. He was like
a kid with a new toy and went around the
neighborhood showing it to his friends. It
made my day.
++++
We in America take our freedoms so for
granted, and it tears your heart to read,
see and hear how so many abuse them so
brazenly and blatantly. But that's another
story. My blood pressure would blow a
gasket if I got into that.
We have so much to be thankful for here
in America. We've got our problems, but
our nation with all its problems is so far in
front of whatever is in second place there
isn't any comparison.
We can correct our problems, but if we
lose our freedoms we'll never get them
back. So let's take a good look at them
through the crud and this Thanksgiving
thank God for giving them to us in the first
place.

A Natural Medication For Insomnia
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D
It will be at least a year before
An inability to sleep(insornrua) land Psychiatric Research
is a common condition that Center have found that insomnia L-tryptophane will be available
penodically troubles millions of can be dramatically reduced by to the public by prescnissin. if
persons. The cause is essentially a natural substance. L-tryp- all goes well in further investigaunknown, and the treatment. if tophane. one of the body's nor- tion.
any. is vaned, depending upon mal amino acids. It can be taken
Mrs J. J. requests comment
by mouth.
the cause and seventy
Unfortunately. sleep problems
According to researchers on torticollis which is troubling
encourage self-medication and Althea Wagman and Clinton her mother.
Torticollis twryneckt is a
Brown, reporting at a recent
alcohol consumption
Insomnia frequently bnniss pa- symposium on sleep at Johns troublesome. somewhat deformtients to physicians who may Hopkins University and quoted ing dines, but it is not life
World Report, threatening The head is tilled
prescribe tranquilizers or seda- in U.S. News
tives that can be taken for brief -Tryptophane is a natural part and rotated to one side so that
or long periods of time. of a person's physical makeup the chin points upward toward
However, exposure to these The body doesn't have to change the unaffected side amd the ear
medications has led to habitue- any function to make use of tryp- approaches the shoulder on the
affected side. These positions of
heel or addiction in some per- tophane. as it does to make
90/15. Such medicine may occa- of barbiturates That means the head and neck result from a
sionally be used by desperate or there's no danger of tryptophane spasm in a large muscle which
normally helps to hold the head
depressed persons to commit addiction or overdose.
. The resulting ,rileeff is nature/. inposition.and extends from the
suicide or tu.aitempt it.
For these and other reasons. it and devoid of any hangover as mastoid region behind the Oar
ss significant medical news to with medicines that are foreign down and forward to the inner
end of the collarbone. This misslearn that scientists at the Mary- to the body
igt

BLASINGAME

cle spasm may be transient and
due to a rheumatic-like illness. It
may clear up with medication
and local heat. If the muscular
spasm pensts the lower ins of
the muscle may require streets
to obtain relief.
Q Mrs. K. H. writes that ht.,
seven-year-old grandson hie,
been diagnosed as having a con
genitally dislocated hip and
wants toi, Imow whether spon
taneouti healing may suffice.
whether surgery should be per
formed now.
A I suggest that you follow the
advice of your orthopedic
surgeon that ssurgery be pre
send" deferred. It may prove to
be unnecessary. but surgery
be done later, if necessary, probably with equal effectiveness

UNDERSTANDING

4---

MENTAL HEALTH
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health. Education. and Welfare
The results countered the
How Old Is Old?
common view that significant
When does a person become
physical, psychological, and
old? When he becomes insocial deterioration inevitably
flexible and limited in his
accompanies the aging procthinking?
ess. Small declines can be exIs there a relationship bepected, but severe deterioratween a mind still eager for
tion apparently is indicative of
new ideas and alert to trends,
physical disease — probably
and to enjoyment of life, and
coupled with social isolation—
good mental health?
rather than of normal aging
It isn't a matter of chronological age alone, most mental
Many older persons throughhealth experts now agree. One
out history have continued
individual may appear aged at
their careers and have done
55, while another is creative
distinguished work well into
and active at 90. In fact, a
their 80s and 90s. Some have
psychologist once remarked
begun totally new careers afthat the most inflexible person
ter retiring from lifelong jobs.
he had ever known was a 17year-old boy.
Some have even engaged in
Probably the single most inspectacular public careers,
fluential research project on
while others, as one researchaging in the United States was
er put it, "have contributed
the landmark investigation by
a 'grace note' to life, by enNational Institute of Mental
joying life themselves and by
Health scientists in which
contributing a caring quality
normal, healthy, aged men
to others, a compassion and
were studied over a period of
thoughtfulness sorely needed
a dozen years.
by all of us."

Federal Level
U.S. Sea. Welter "Deo" 11.111dlesto•(D)
3327 Dirks* Illeildwg
Wesiiimitea, D. C. 20510
U.SSea. Wendel N. Ford(0)
4121 Dirksos
Wadingtea, D. C. 1•5111
V. S. Rep. Carrell Ilublard, L.(D)
423 Came
ONO. Min
Illashilegtoe, D. C.10515
Alt U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 whore o U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the, official of your choke

Britain Faces New Tests

State Level
Sere Sea. Richard Weisealorpr(0)
State Capitol thrift
haiddiset,kg. NM.
_
Is.t.7.Ma,Ey.42SM
Shoe Rep. Konseth C. hos(0)
Sato Capitol Ouildlieg
Frairtert, Ky. 49401
or
1015. 3rd St., Ithorray, Ky. 421171
51st. Rep. Uerl C. Oapp(D)
State Capitol
Framirfert, Ky. 40401
or
los U. Wage,Ky. 421110
I

Bible Thought
I will heal their backsliding, I
will love them freely: for mine
anger is turned away from him.
Hosea 14:4.
How difficult it is for us to turn

Let's Stay Well
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How To Reach
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OPINION PAGE

our anger away from another
person. With the Lord, we see the
turning of anger away from us,
and see love.

10 Years Ago
Pfc. Edward L. Paschall is now serving
in Vietnam. He is a member of an engineer
battalion.
Halton B. Hood, Murray, died yesterday
at the Mountain Home Veterans Hopsital
in Mountain City, Tenn.
The Murray College High School Band
will be one of the band entries in the sixth
annual Calvert City Christmas parade on
December 4, according to Gene Ray,
president of the Calvert City Lions Club.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges reviewed the book,
'Grandmother and the Priest' by Taylor
Caldwell, at Murray High School chapel
program yesterday.
Prof. Robert Boar of Murray State
College presented the pl-ogram at the
•meeting of the-Murray Lions club. .
Calloway County High Lakers beat
Lowes 76 to 67 in basketball.
•

Western Europe may be less
dependent on Arab oil.
The Atlantic allies can hope
that the British goals are
realized. A strong Britain would
benefit the Common Market as
well as the North AtlEVic Treaty
Organization.
Few, however, appear to be
counting their chickens before
they hatch. Even as the first oil
was
was flowing, Britain

When the queen of England
pushed a button the other day to
start the first trickle of North
Sea oil flowing into Britain, the
mood was one of jubilation and
hope.
If all goes well,-income from
the North Sea oil should make
Britain self-sufficient in energy
by 1980 and a substantial oil
exporter by 1985.
That means Britain should
have a favorable balance of
payments by the turn of the
decade, an estimated $3 billion in
new taxes every year and exportable deep sea drilling
technology. It also means that

reneging on her contracts with
the multinational corporations
which are developing the fields.
London, in the quest of a higher
percentage of income and 51 per
cent ownership of the oil fields,
could kill the golden goose.

Additionally, London has
served notice that Britain intends to put daylight between
her and the European economic
Q. D. Wilson, chairman of the Calloway community. London wants high
County ASC Committee said places of oil prices when she is self-suffivoting for the Community ASC election on cient and others in West Europe
November 29 have been announced.
want lower prices.
Miss Beth Broach, Girl Scout Executive
And finally, even if Britain
Administrator in Alabama, will present
the program at a special meeting of the realizes the full potential of
Girls Scout Association here on November North Sea riches, it is possible
30.
that the fortune will be sponged
The Sigma Department of the Murray up domestically by the island's
Womareis Club will hold its Christmas
crippling socialism rather than
bazaar on December 10 in the basement of
used to rebuild the industry and
the First Methodist Church.
Miss Joan St. John has recently returned commerce that once carved out
from a vacation in Europe. She is a hostess an empire.
for Braniff Airways and is the daughter of
If Britain is indeed to live a
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. St. John of Murray.
years she should see to
thousand
the
at
Showing
Varsity Theatre is
and social
political
that
it
"Seven Angry Men" starring Debra Paget
and Jeffrey Hunter, and "Gun That Won reforms keep pace with the
the West" starring Dennis Morgan.
inflow of new wealth.

20 Years Ago

Thc,Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afterncon except Sundays July 4, Christ
mos Doy New Year s Day and Thonksgivtng by
Murray Newspapers. Inc . 103 N 1Ith
Murray. Ky. 42071
SiorOnd Class Postage Pend at Murray Ky
.
.,t4;
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carriers 52 25 per month payable ,n advance
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year
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kfbliShers Association
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Pagliacci, pronounced (pol-yah-che), specializes in
fine Italian and American foods.
With old Italian favorites such as lasagne, manicotti,
pizza, ravioli and veal parmigiana, Pagliacci also

S

features choice extra thick cut marinated steaks,
shrimp, crab and chicken.
Yes, you may bring your own bottle or be served

only the best - Michelob onirap.
With private dining rooms, private parties can be
booked Sunday through Thursday. Free entertainment
is featured Saturday night.
located on the New Camden Highway (U.S. 641
South) in Paris, Tenn., Pagliacci is only a few miles from
Murray. Visit Pagliacci soon and remember, Eat Out
This Week.

• Fine Italian Foods
Luncheon and dinner mice.
Privat• dining rooms by rosorvotion

Old Favorites
NEW CAMDEN HWY.
Gourmet Dinners PARIS, TENN.
'

Micholob on tap

PHONE 642-6113
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HOUSE

753
'
4419

Featuring A Special Every Day
Steaks-Seafood-Chicken-Sandwiches
Hamburger-Tenderloin-Fish-Chuckwagon

753-5986 South 12th Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2:00

Delicious Omelets

Private Breakfast, Luncheons, Dinners

Ham & Cheese - Bacon Sausage
Please Do Not Feed The Bears!

All the Catfish with
all the trimmings
Free Homemade ice cream with this special order

*Fish *Seafood *Steak *Lobster *Chicken

Hwy.641 North

Rudy's Restaurant

Try Ow New Itarlye Stook
Seed by The Noce-Cot To Yqor Order
Fri.-Sat. 4-10 p.m. Sun.-11nws. 4-9 p.m. 753-4141

Try Our Delicious Super Burgers
Ow went THURSDAY: Chinese Cho: Suel. fug fon Yong, Sweet and Sour Pock
aQui. Maties Soalketti, Mete fish Cal
Baked Haw FRIDAY Italian Ran
Fish SATURDAY. Mexican Enchei,lor and iitoi, Swiss Sleek SUNDAY Roesi
Beef au Ws Chicken Breast Roll ur rVERYDAY. Spanish Omelette All Dinners
served with Relish
Bear
And lime Node breed IWO every Dinner'
Betty and Bill
hay.

rnes

Opus: Then., Fri., Sat. 5-10 Sunday 12-8

,n advance

Conk/0404p
Nowspope,

1409 Main St 753-7641
Open 7 Days a Week

Friday Special

o live a
d see to
social
ith the

0 Benton Nor
Won Ky or,
in
S 72 SO pf.
ns S27 50 per

Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing

Wide AssortTent of Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads, Desserts

Yes We Can Rally Please
507 N.12th
753-6025

Lamplighter Restaurant
489-2740

Cooked lust the Way You Like Them
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UCLA And Indiana To Clash
In First Major Cage Contest
By KEN RAPPOPORT ,
who is the Bruins' new coach.
Arizona Coach Fred Snowden and a few other players frAin
a few years to come. Coach
AP Sports Writer
He is, of course, referring to
Those old smoothies from Wooden's nearly impeccable Bob Gallard picked off three of has two of the top forwards in its cirlderella team last season,
UCLA and several pretenders record at UCLA. From 1963 un- the nation's top high school the country in Bob Elliot and but Roy Danforth, -one of the
players. Winfred Boynes, Al Fleming and a strong back- most capable coaches in the
to the thrcoe open the annual
til 1975, Wooden's great teams
college basketball show this
James Hardy and Bill Car- court leader in Herm Harris. business, has his teams used to
only lost 22 times, capturing 10
week. "New Faces of 1975-76" national titles. And the Bruins twright are considered among The club figures to be the fa- championship competition - eihas all the hoopla and could
the top freshmen in the country vorite in the Western Athletic ther in the NCAA or NIT.
don't figure to do too much losPrinceton, last year's NIT
have all the magic of a brilliant ing this year, despite the pres- and will make the Dons a popu- Conference.
.134a. Ellis and three other champs, Providence, Penn, LaWest
choice
to
win
the
season.
lar
ence of a strong Southern Cal
starters from last year's 23-4 Salle and Boston College are
The curtain opens with a big
team and other imposing Coast Athletic Conference.
squad at Marquette are return- among the other heavyweights
act as the defending champions squads in the Pac-8.
from Los Angeles meet critiLouisville, one of the four ing this year and that means in the East.
At Indiana, the bullies of the
Among the other top teams in
cally-acclaimed Indiana in a
NCAA
finalists last year, has that the Warriors will be hard
Big 10 present a big problem
the
country are New Mexico.
to
manage
and
alinoat
imposgame that could be a preview
for their colleagues, as well as joined a new conference, the sible to beat. It makes Al which has recruited a couple of
of
the
NCAA
Metro-Six.
The
Cardinals,
alchampionship
rs'
displayed
on
the
floor.
Jordan
Roci
the
ATTITUDE-Freshman Vic Jordon shows pert of the attitude
other teams areund the nation.
one of the top the best junior college players
leaps with ioy as the Racers lust forced a turnover. Also in the picture behind Thelon are left to right, Paul game. Indiana and UCLA are Scott May and Quinn Buckner ways tough under Denny Crum McGuire's club
around in Larry Gray and
independents
in
the
country.
ranked
1-2
in
the
Missouri
country
while
playing
in
the
and
Smith, Jesse Williams, Earner Calhoun Mays and Grover Woolard.
take charge of a monster club
And Notre Dame fits in that George Berry; Nevada-Las
they meet Saturday night in St.
Valley
Conference,
have
won
98
that had the longest winning
same group. The most notable Vegas, sparked by Lewis
Louis.
streak in basketball last season of their last 120 games. And of the Fighting Irish is forward Brown, Eddie Owens and JackMinus Coach John Wooden, - 31 games.
they figure to keep doing that
Adrian Dantley, who opted for ie Robinson; Nevada-Reno,
who retired after last year's
The Hoosiers' only loss came this year.
Edgar
championship season, and two
North Carolina and Maryland college ball after seriously con- with superb shot-blocker
by two points in the NCAA reJones,
and
Houston,
led
by
Otis
turning
pro
on
a
sidering
hardof the starters from that titlegional playoffs and prevented look like the glamour teams in
Birdsong and David Marrs.
winning club, the Bruins are as them from competing in the the Atlantic Coast Conference. ship case.
Other teams to watch this
Rutgers will challenge Syrbullish as ever. They've got championship round at San The Tar Heels return Mitch
year:
Arizona State, Pepperacuse
this
year
for
supremacy
Kupchalt and Phil Ford from a
By WILL GRIMSLEY
He adds: -Anything can hap- headlined: •'The Jets Need a Richard Washington, one of the Diego.
dine, New Mexico State, Long
in
the
East.
The
Scarlet
centers
in
the
best
carved
out
a
23-8
Quarterback."
country,
team
that
New
and
AP Special Correspondent
pen."
Along with the star-studded
North Carolina
Namath is depressed. He has guard Marques Johnson among casts of UCLA and Indiana, record against stiff opposition. Knights are led by Phil Sellers, Beach State,
Ict,'W YORK (AP) - Joe
But there was something sigone of the top forwards in the State, Pan American, Oregon
Driesell
Maryland,
Lefty
is
At
Namath is a proud man. He is nificant in what Namath said suffered physically. The biggest a basketful of talent.
teams such as Kentucky, Ore"I suppose they're going to gon, San Francisco, Louisville, blessed with, one of the best country, and Syracuse returns State, Texas-El Paso, Califorloaded. He has people standing Last summer, just prior to sign- pain has been to his pride.
nia, Oral Roberts, Washington,
in line bidding for his services ing a two-year, $900,000 con- don't want to discuss it," he jump all over me when I lose North Carolina, Maryland, Ari- backcourts in the country - a Chris Sease, who helped lead
Detroit, South Carolina, Tenthe
Orangemen
to
the
NCAA
two
games,"
says
combination
of
Gene Bar- zona, Marquette, Notre Dame three-guard
in television, the movies and tract to play a couple of more said of 1976. "I'm thinking of
nessee, Purdue, Stetson, Utah
East
Regional
title.
tow, an easy-going Missourian and Alabama must rate top bil- John Lucas, Maurice Howard
next week."
public relations.
years with the Jets.
and Hawaii.
Syracuse
lost
Rudy
Hackett
and
Brad
Davis.
He has been playing football "There are a lot of frustraling this season.
on match-stick knees with a tions playing with a lasing
KentucliY, beaten by UCLA in
tired, 32-year-old throwing arm team," he said over a beer at a
last year's heart-stopping fithis season, not because he gets small pub near the team's Hofnale, is the preseason favorite
$450,000 a year - the highest stra University training quarin
the Southeastern Conference
salary of any football player in ters. "It's tough coming up
although the Wildcats must rehistOry - but because he with failures week in and week
The Murray State women's added eight and Jackie Jo place four seniors. Coach Joe
thought it would be fun to play out, some of them my fault. It
basketball team fell to 1-1 on the Mounts seven. In the rebound Hall, though, still has plenty of
with-a winner one more year. gets to be a drag."
The 1975'season has been oei- Namath acknowledged at the season as they dropped a 68-4S department, Mounts grabbed 15 thoroughbreds - including
tier- It hasn't been fun. It time that the only thing that contest to a tough Union while Macovik pulled down 11. Rick Robey and Mike Phillips.
The Wildcats will probably be
hasn't been a winner for the could lure him to stay in the University team Monday night
Sherry Henry and Sandra
challenged
- hard in their own
New York Jets. It has been .a game was the prospect of a in the Fieldhouse.
Lewis each scored 17 points to
conference by Tennessess and
The Racer women had opened pace Union.
disaster.
winning team. "I play football
Broadway Joe doesn't need to because I like it," he said, in- their season Saturday by
The Racer women will play Alabama.
Oregon and Southern Cal
go down with a disaster. So, be- dicating that when it ceased to romping to an 85-18 win over again Dec. 3 when they host
pose threats to UCLA's longFort Campbell. But the com- Fort Campbell.
tween today and sometime next be fun he would quit.
summer, he will sit down with
The Jets provided that prom- petition Monday night was no Union
28 40-68 time domination of the Pac-8.
an NIT team last
Jets' President Phil Iselin. ise when they completed the comparison.
21 24-45 The Ducks,
Murray
Ronnie Lee
year,
boast
guard
Murray never led in the
Odds are Joe will retire after 1974 season with six straight
Union (68)-Fairless 4, Henry
the 1975 season. Iselin can have victories and whipped teams contest. Union jumped in front 17, Hale 10, Lewis 17, Terry 12 and imposing height at all positions. The Trojans have lost
his $450,000 for next year - all such as the Washington Red- early and although it was close and Cotton 8.
some top players, most notably
of it.
skins and Minnesota Vikings in for the first half, the Racer
Murray (45)-Sindy Macovik
Joe can't afford to commit preseason exhibitions. But it women seemed to be lacking. 12, Mounts 7, Jones 2, Leimbach guard Gus Williams, but still
THE NAME OF THE GAME-If anything wins basketball games, it's defense. And Peal Smith, a 5-10
What they were lacking was 8, Maddox 2, Parrish 2, Sandy have top frontcourt talent.
himself now. The Jets have hasn't been fun since.
San Francisco is a team to
freshman guard from Shelby County, has plenty of it here as he guards Owen Long, a former star at Slipfour more games to play and The Jets not only have lost the person of Debbie Hayes. Macovik 4, Griffith
2,
watch not only this year but for
he wouldn't pull the rug from games- seven in a row - but One of the top women players in Dillingham 4 and Stokely 2.
pery Rock College. Watching for Murray are Woolard (10) and Jesse Williams .(40)•
under hisd.0
ot
,4es Alse that. they have been humiliated. the nation, the Racers' star
But he
.,•711ere will Most of the blame has to be forward did not get to play in
the contest because of an injury
be some heavy kinking about aimed at the porous defense.
it - on my part and on 'man- But Namath himself has and that definitely cost the
agement's part beforelhext sea- failed to produce the poised, Racers the win.
At intermission, Murray
son."
pinpoint passing of other years.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) In last Sunday's game against trailed 28-21. But in the second Western Kentucky, the Ohio
FOOTBALL . . . St. Louis, he was subjected to hall, Union began pulling away Valley Conference's representaORLANDO, Fla. - The Uni- the greatest hurt of all - he and the Racers could do nothing tive in the NCAA Division II
Mouthwash
versity of South Carolina was yanked in the third period but accept the loss.
playoffs, won the defensive
Sindy Macovik paced the wars in its own conference with
Gamecocks were selected to for a sub, J.J. Jones, after hitRacer scoring attack with 12 an average of 170.3 yards and
face Miami of Ohio in the Dec. ting only eight of 21 passes.
2 Tangerine Bowl.
One New York newspaper points while Cindy Leirnbach 8.1 points allowed to opponents,
OVC headquarters said today.
kiommIcimsommiLlftwwwwwowsimgew
v, Western finished with a 6-1
P, conference standing to tie Tenp nessee Tech with Eastern Kentucky third at 5-2 and Murray
0 State fourth at 3 3. By virtue of
0 their national ranking, the Hilltoppers were invited to the
post-season. playoffs.
Eastern Kentucky finished
the regular season as the
OVC's leading offensive team
with an average of 334.5 yards
and 26 points a game. Middle
Tennessee was second at 308.5
yards and 17.2 points against
their 11 opponents.
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Depressed And Puzzled Namath
May Retire After This Season

Racer Women Lose For
First Time This Year

Hobble Finishes
Atop Statistics

Scope

$2.35 Value

•

Save 894
-24 oz.

0
0
g

The final statistics for the
regular season changed only
one individual leader. Larry
Jefferson of Western Kentucky
came from nowhere to take
over the lead in kickoff returns
with an average of 28.9 yards
on 10 attempts.
Jefferson wasn't even mentioned in the statistics last
week.
Murray's Mike Hobble retained his lead in total offense
and passing. He has gained 1,329 yards in the air and lost 156
rushing for a total of 1,171
yards, or 117.1 per game.
Hobble's passing average is
9.9 completions per game and
he leads by an even one catch
over Western's Billy Smith,
while Austin Peay's Randy
Christophel has an aveage of
8.7 completions per game

•

Fine
• Formalwear
for Men

The league's leading receiver
is Tony Williams of Middle
Tennessee, who has averaged
2.9 catches per game, with 32
receptions for 434 yards and
three touchddwns.
When it comes time for special occasions ... wear
Murray Cunningham of Tennessee Tech is the conference's
something out of the ordinary! Our collection
leading scorer at the end of the
offers you current styles ...we have all the correct
regular season, doing all his
accessories too,
rentals.
scoring as a kicker. He has 14
field goals and all 25 conversion
attempts for 67 points and a 6.7
game average.
Defensively, Middle Tennessee's Pee Wee Brown won
0 the violence.test. witklBr:44.,,:,
mom 7514242 ,
-214 Ha. 1Sth
les and 50 assists while West(Neil to Wallace Book Start)
ern's Rick Green finished the
with 103 solos
41LIILILW11011~ILIMIWILNLILMIMILMIIIAIINIM.M11:11MKW,4 regular season
and 64 assists.
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$2.95 Value

H oz.
Save $1.09

Secret
Anti-Perspiront
*Regular
*Unscented

Liquid Prell
Shampoo

$178

16 oz.
$2.87 Value
Save
$1.09

$2.95 Value

$186
14 oz.
Save $1.09

Prell Concentrate
Shampoo
7 oz. with 30' Off

$1 58

1lLummi
l

$2.57 Value
Save 994
Bel-Air Shopping

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.
--753-8394.
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1 Young, Hustling Racers Give
fr,„„
Fans Impressive Performance

-•
-—
By MIKE BRANDON
or 4 points in the first half, I and for fans who have seen 6-5 freshman forward Eddie
Ledger lit'Tinsts Sports Editor
had one thought running Williams play, nothing else Williams of Mayfield who hit his
even
Some people scoffed and
through my mind," said need be said. He Was his usual only field goal attempt for two
laughed last year when Fred Overton.
It was 6:15 p. m. Monday. Fred Overton
he is out of town this week.
points.
consistent self.
Overton said he had some
stood in front of the Thorobred Club and gave
"I thought if we just could
Furgerson and several members of his staff
At halftime, Athletes in AcWade
hit
on
four
of
seven
changes in store for the Murray catch up and
a brief preview of his Murray State basketball
are in Misgissippi for the Miq_cianippi junior
come back and win shots from the field for eight tion presented a testemonial
program.
After
State basketball
team.
the game, it would be a great points and had a very good service. The team is made up of
College All-Star Football Game Two years
watching the Racers suffer lesson for the kids.
In just 75 more minutes, they would be on
ago, Furgerson came back with three outformer college athletes, all of
In order to game.
-through a dismal 10-15 season, learn
the floor for their first taste of action, an
standing players from the All-Star Game:'
whom are in the business of
something
about
But
in
the
final
minutes
of
the
many fans thoug! Overton was athletics, never
exhibition game against Athletes In Action.
Larry Jasper, Art Kennedy and Charlie
working for Jesus Christ.
give
up.
And
we
game,
when
the
speed
and
speaking -flowery" words just certainly didn't."
"It's how much you give. If you do the best
Reeves.
"Usually, a kid will spend two
defense were needed the most,
to keep his job.
you can do, you are a winner, regardless of
Three of the senior members of the Racers
Athletes in Action was Mays, Jordan and Smith in- years on our team and then
Some of those people showed playing its Ilth
what the scoreboard says," Overton told the
were on hand Monday at the Thorobred Club
game of the stantly became crowd favorites move on into some type of
up Monday night as the Racers season. They
group.
meeting. They included Larry Jasper, Mark
Christian work. We have one kid
had
defeated with their play.
opened their season with an Rhode Island and
"You may not live too successfully in
Lacy and Les Stinnett. Also present was
Indiana
Jordan finished with 12 points who will be going into the
against
game
exhibition
athletics that way, at least by other people's
sophomore Eddie McFarland who received a
Central but had lost to Boston laid eight rebounds, Smith with munstry and another who will
Athletes in Action. And after College, Iowa,
standards."
special award as the defensive player of the
Clemson, 'eight points and Mays with six. be working with the Indians on a
Murray had posted an im- Wichita State,
Overton talked briefly about his schedule
week.
Richmond, Also looking impressive during reservation when he is finished
pressive 79-73 win, nobody was George Washington,
which as everyone should know by now,
"Eddie was the finest defensive back in the
Davidson his brief stint in the contest was here," said Coach Nichols.
scoffing.
includes some great teams. In addition to the
Ohio Valley Conference this year," said Big
and Virginia Commonwealth.
That character Fred Overton
"big four" before Christmas, the Racers will
M Club President Dick Stout, who was sub"We were in all of the games
talked about last year showed we lost," said
bing for Furgerson.
play I-SU-New Orleans, the runnerup last
Athletes In Action
up on the floor Monday. There Coach me
year in Division II. New Orleans sports a 7-0
"Had the ball bounced a little differently
Nichols.
wasn't any one man show.
two or three times, it could have been a difcenter. Also on the schedule are Indiana
"Boston College and Clemson
There wasn't any dissension on both beat us by
ferent season. These young men are all
State, a team with a super 7-0 center and an
about 16 or 18
the floor. Instead, there were a but they poured it on
always-tough Missouri Southern.
winners. It wasn't lack of effort on their part
in the final
acmen
that
of
young
group
"I have a lot more confidence in this club.
that we had a losing season," Stout added.
minutes so it would look better
complished quite a feat.
in the papers."
They do a lot more positive things than last
Athletes in Action is no UCLA.
year's team did. We will stick them better
Nichols said he was parBut neither is Murray State. ticularly impressed with
defensively and our attitude is 100 per cent
the
And that's something we all enthusiasm of the
better throughout the squad.
crowd and
Only three games make up the cage card in
For
one
sometimes
overlook.
with the poise and shooting
"We have great shooting, good speed and
the First Region tonight. Of course, the most
thing, Murray played the game ability of the
the only thing that will hurt us is not checking important one to local fans is Calloway
Racers.
without a center. For another
off the boards. But it's not how big you are, County at Hickman County.
Overton went with a starting
thing, Murray played the game five of sophomore
it's how big you play.
Tommy
The area cage predictions are now 9-5 for
with three freshmen in the final Wade at the point,
-We're trying to play in the big-time. We the season for a .650 mark and that should be
dB"
junior
comeback.
minutes of a hectic
are trying to recruit big-time too. It will hurt up around .775 before the end of the year.
Grover Woolard and senior Jeff
But above all, Murray played Hughes at the wings, and
my record but it will help the program."
senior
Here we go for tonight's three:
the game as a team.
And with that, Overton left and went to
Jesse Williams and junior Zach
Calloway County at HICKMAN COUNTY
At halftime, Murray trailed Blasingame under
prepare his team.
the hoop.
by seven-The Lakers looked tough in their
44-34. But on several occasions,
It was enjoyable. It was beautiful to see
Blasingame and Hughes had
opening 83-77 loss at Carlisle County. Greg
the fans stood and cheered as rather
such teamwork and unselfishness from the
disappointing games.
41411.
Byars may be playing some at the center
the tough Racer man-to-man Hughes did not score as
Racers. They may not even win 10 games this
he was
position tonight but he won't be at full
Action
defense gave Athletes in
year. But if they do, they'll win them as a strength. The Falcons are big under the
capable, hitting only one basket
fits. But the tables turned. while Blasingame had
team.
just
have
the
basket and that's why they should
Using
extremely
hot,
outside
three points.
And one more thing: The fans probably edge. Plus last year. Calloway had an 18 point
shooting and a tough inside
won't be giving up on this team if they lose lead at Hickman County and wound up losing
"Zach's a player and don'k let
game, Athletes in Action began anyone else tell you otherwise,"
seven or eight in a row. They will be fun to the game. It's tough to win down there.
to give the Racers fits.
Overton said. "He and Hughes
watch but above all, they are a team. And
FULTON COUNTY at Cuba by 14: It's just
With just over seven minutes were both a little nervous
that's what sports is about, a lesson in
hut I
a case here of the best team winning. And
left in the game, Murray trailed have a lot of faith in
cooperation with our fellow men.
them and
they'll win probably by as much as they wish.
64-55.
they'll be all right."
Farmington at WINGO by 23-Farmington
Then in came three freshmen
As for everyone else, they
is in for a bad season. Wingo may not be in for
off the bench to join stalwarts were all super.
least
they
are
better
than
the
a
good
one
but
at
Murray State football coach Bill Furgerson
Grover Woolard and Jesse
But perhaps the most imwas to have been present at the meeting but
Wildcats.
Williams and things began to
portant
was
Woolard.
happen.
Displaying at times moves that
Vic Jordan stole a pass, Paul
would simply be impossible to
Smith hustled his heart out of describe, the 6-7 Woolard did it
his 5-10 frame and Earner all.
Calhoun
Mays surprised
He was a leader on the floor.
everyone with the speed he
The Calloway County Laker
He passed up shots that he
a
tried
to
mount
Calloway
39-19
Although
outrebowided
showed on defense.
girls dro9Ped Weir first contest
:night have,taken last year. He
And-in a four-minute span, the 'finished with 16 points, nine
of the young season as they fell comeback in the third quarter by the Bombers, Calloway
margin
down
whittle
the
did
and
County
was
able
to
use
its
press
Racers
reeled
off
16
consecuttie
50-39 Monday night to Ballard
assists and 14 rebounds!
FAST8REAK - Freshman Earner Calhoun Mays scores two of his
County at Jeffrey Gymnasium. somewhat but went into the to force numerous Ballard points and moved out to a 71-64
Jessee Williams had a gamesix points on this fostbreok loyin with Vic Jordan getting the assist.
tralling
35-27.
The
turnovers and that enabled the lead with just over three
A bad second quarter cost the final period
high n points for the Racers
Murray State won 79-73 over Athletes in Action.
Lakers lost three players via Lakers to get the win.
minutes left and that was all she
Lakers the win.
the
foul
route
and
Ballard
was
Craig Rogers paced the wrote.
Ballard, one of the best girls'
The one thing most imteams in the First Region, lost able to take the hard-fought scoring attack for the Lakers
with 13 points.
pressive about Murray was the
to powerful Carlisle County last win.
Critter McKenzie paced the
The girls, now 2-1 as are the patience of the offense. Last
Thursday by one point in a
triple overtime. The Comets are attack for the Lakers with 15 frosh boys, will be idle until year, the Racers would have
the second-ranked girls'team in points. Felicia Pinner and Susie Dec. 4 when they play at probably gunned up 30-footers
Imes led the rebounding Reidland.
to try and catch up. Monday
the Region.
FRESHMEN GAME
night, Murray took its time and
For the first period, the Laker department with 10 apiece.
'3 .-,
•
*so..
For Ballard, Vicki Keeton Ballard
6 5 8 16-35 executed plays. And the result
,
girls stayed with the Bombers
18
while
Tamara
scored
Calloway
8
13
7
17-45
was some of the finest team
as both teams posted 10 points
basketball Racer fans have
on the board. But in the second Buchanan tossed in 14.
In the freshman boys' contest,
Ballard f 35 i-Turner 4, King seen in several years.
quartee,—Thi-Lakers were
"When we were behind by 1.
outscored 17-4 and fell behind Calloway County pushed its 11, •White 11, Gough 2 and
record to 2-1 on the year by Logsdon 7.
.040
27-14 at intermission.
whipping Ballard 45-35.
Calloway f 45)-Ftoger, 13, R.
Stamper Geb 28
TENNIS
The Lakers led just 8-6 at the Cunningham 4, McCuiston 8,
L .1
HELSINKI - Jeff Borowiak, end of the first period but •Cohoon 3, Garland 6, Beane 2,
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP)
of Berkely, Calif. beat Finnish outscored the Bombers 13-5 in Barrow 9 and Guthrie.
Freshman Herbie Stamper's 28
champ Pekka Sails 6-1, 6-1 in a the second canto to take a 21-11
points led the Blue to a 108-84
Laken
four-man, round-robin match. halftime lead.
basketball romp
fg ft pf tp intrasquad
0 3 5 3 over the Gold at Morehead
B Imes
•-•••••1414
S Imes
2 3 3 7 State.
1 4 2 6
Pinner
Located
N. on Land
The Gold team, led by ForM McKenzle
0 4 5 4
P McKerone
7 1 5 15 rest Pearson with 26, cut
6 miles W. of
Fill Blackthe
Cook
0 0 3 0
1 0 0 2 Blue lead to 12-11 with 12:37
Ross
Stadium
1
2 mi. Calhoun
top 2/
0 0 1 0 left in the first half, but the
Wyatt
1 0 I 2
on Hwy. 121
Cooper
0 0 0 0 Blues surged to a 46-33 halftime
Totals
12 15 20 39 advantage and never looked
Ballard
10 17 6 15-50
Canoway
10 4 13 12-30 back.

About That Attitude Thing: Freddie Was Right

Cage Forecast

Overton had nothing but
praise for the group.
"Athletes in Action has
always impressed me. I admire
anybody who has the belief and
faith to stand up in a group like
that, which is not a church-type
group, and tell the fans that
they believe in something
bigger than themselves,"
Overton said.
"Bud Wilkerson once said
'you show me an athlete and
then show me the same athlete
as a Christian and I'll show you
a better athlete.' "
It was an enjoyable evening
for everyone. Overton only
hopes he'll be as happy
Saturday night when he heads
back to the motel room in
Because
Lawrence, Kn.
Saturday night, the Racers open
the regular season at the
University of Kansas and from
that point on, it's all for keeps.
Atlistsa in Wise
fg-fp ft-fta rb pg tp
heard
44 04 2 2 1
Carroll
2-7 1-3 4 5 6
Long
144 0-2 1 1 16
Magnuson
6-14 0-0 14 1 12
Sheehay
13-22 64
3
Hornstein
0-1 04
3 0
Nyder
1-1 04
2 0
Harris
0-1 134
0
Totals
3344 7-13
17 73

Aiwa,How
J Wilhams
Woolard
Blasingaros
Wade
Hughes
Jordan
Smith
Mays
E. Williams
Totals
AlA

fg-tga ft-lta rt • 11)
11-17 0-0 6 322
6-111 04 14 1 16
14 1-2 4 1 3
4-7 04 0 1
1-4 44 2 0 2
14 2-3 1 1 12
14)4 2 1 1
3-4 0-1 2 2 6
1-1 04 0 0 3
37-73 54 42 10 73
44
34 4-71

is-n

1;1
tete.

Football Awards

Calloway Girls,. Lose

4

deduct your future
from your taxes wfth
an IRA account

Thanksgiving
Dinner
SIW

Tite
Lamplighter
Restaurant

alt

ap
•

A new view of retirement savings

"The glow of an open fireplace,
,candlelit room and soft music"
Juice Cocktail
Relish Tray & Garlic Bread
Turkey & Dressing with giblet gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Butternut Squash
accompanied with
stuffed celery,
olives,cranberry
sauce, hot bread and butter

Park benches and rocking chairs
come cheap But an exciting, worthwhile retirement takes money.
Nothing piles up a retirement fund
for self-employed people faster
than Individual Retirement Accounts. You can put am/ay up to 15%
of your annual income or S1500 . .
and deduct that amount on your

ito

..4••••
41,̀

Op.. 12 to I pin.
Thanksgiving Day

Lamplighter Restauraqt
7fielWart.- r.leelle.44.3"'•4141
.
174a "
*

KING
EDWARD

••te".....A.
'OW
V

SNEAKY SAARI-Grover -Snake" Woolard sneaks inside for him
W.41,14rd-Ad WM' WI* Widget MA lb attiatt k4
mammas Zvi is... *Mists. Only a juisior, Woolard will be oslie of ti,"
top ;shyers in the Smith this mason.
(Staff P$104441

b

lea•

ftea7
oweler

federal income Tax returns. The interest you earn each year is also
tax-deductible until you retire. If it
sounds too good to be true, come in
today and let's discuss it You'll soon
see that individual Retirement Accounts are a great way to fund your
retirement.

PEOPLES,BANK •
•
KY..

MURRAY
Member FDIC

4
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Buckeyes Near Unanimous Pick
For First Place In Grid Poll
-5

By The Associated Press
Ohio State, which slipped
past Michigan on a wing and a
prayer 21-14 Saturday, was a
near unanimous choice as the
nation's top-ranked college football team in this week's Associated Press poll.
The Buckeyes, 11-0, were
thoroughly handled by the Wolverines throughout most of Saturday's game and :trailed 14-7
he in the fourth quarter. But
quarterback Cornelius Greene
got a hot hand and passed Ohio
State into position for the tying
TD and then safety Ray Griffin
intercepted a pass to set up the
winning score..
All of which impressed the
AP's national panel of sports
writers and broadcasters
enough to give the buckeyes 56
of 59 first-place votes and a total 1,168 points.
Ohio State can clinch the national championship with a victory in the Rose Bowl New
Year's Day against the Pacific-

Conference winner — either
California or UCLA.
Texas A&M, idle last week,
picked up one first-place vote
and 1,010 points in moving up
one spot to second. The Aggies,
9-0, face Texas Friday.
Oklahoma, 10-1 and the defending national champs,
jumped from seventh to third
with two first-place votes and
904 points after stunning previously-undefeated Nebraska
35-10. Alabama, 9-1, moved up
from fifth to fourth with 707
points after taking the week
off.
Texas,9-1, moved up one spot
to fifth with 682 points.
Michigan, 8-1-2 after bowing
to Ohio State, dropped from
fourth to sixth; Nebraska, 10-1,
plummeted from second to seventh after losing to Oklahoma;
Arizona State, 10-0, remained
eighth after an idle Saturday;
Colorado, 9-2, stayed ninth after
whipping Kansas State 35-7;
and Penn State, 9-2, held the

No. 10 position after edging Pitt
7-6.
The AP Top Twenty
By The Associated Press
Here are the Top Twenty
teams in The Associated Press
college football poll, with firstplace votes in parentheses, season records and total points.
Points based on 20-18-16-14-1210-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
1.0hio St. (56) 11-0-0 1,168
2.Texas A&M (1) 9-0-0 1,010
904
3.0klahoma ( 2) 10-1-0
707
9-1-0
4.Alabanui
682
9-1-0
5.Texas
601
8-1-2
6.Michigan
596
10.1-0
7.Nebrasita
469
190-0
8.Arizona St.
375
9-2-0
9.Colorado
329
9-2-0
10.Penn St.
251
8-3-0
11.California
242
9-1-0
12.Arizona
153
8-2-0
13.Florida
110
7-2-1
14.UCLA
101
8-2-0
15.Georgia
57
10-1-0
16.Miatni, 0.
48
8-2-1
17.Maryland
42
7-4-0
18.Kansas
38
8-2-0
19.Arkansas
28
9-1-0
20.San Jose St.

•

Pro Football

At A Glance

HAIR SPRAY
Fine Quality
Better Price
Regular
Extra Hold
Unscented

13 oz
11100

New
eideljts

RM

Non-Aerosol Hair Spray
•

1.50

SPORTS

8 oz
Superior Hold
Unscented

National Conference
Eastern Division
W.. L. .T. Pct. PF PA
S.Louis
8 2 0 .820 253 194
7 3 0 .700 257 203
Dallas
6 4 0 .600 2.51 162
Wash
Gnts
3
7 0 .300 159 234
NY
2 8 0 .200 162 226
Phil
Central Division
Minn.
10 0 0 1.000 278 116
Det.
6 4 0 .600 194 183
2 8 0 .200 168 219
G. Bay
Chic.
2 8 0 .200 97 279
Western Division
'L.A.
8 2 0 .800 246 120
S. Fr.
5 5 0 .500 We 175
3 7 0 .300 135 191
Atl.
2 8 0 .200 111 259
N. On.
American Conference
Eastern Division
W.. L. .T. Pts. PF PA
Miami
7 3 0 .700 285 171
6 4 0 .600 302 227
6 4 0 .600 320 261
N
Baat.ifiEric.
3 7 0 .300 188 240
NY Jets
2 8 0 .200 184 330
Central Division
9 1 0 .900 284 114
Pitt.
us..
8 2 0 .800 225 175
C
Hionc
7 3 0 .700 199 154
1 9 0 .100 134 290
Cleve.
Western Division
8 2 0 .800 267 164
Oak.
K.City
5 5 0 500 214 217
4 6 0 .400 193 256
Denver
S Diego 0 10 0 .030 110 249
Monday's Result
Pittsburgh 32, Houston 9
Thursday...Nov. 27
Loa:04100"i ati,Petcpit
atiE. at W.
Siond•---Nov. 30
Houston at Cincinnati
New Orleans at Cleveland
Pittsburgh at New York Jets
Phila•
San
Francisco
at
delphia
Kansas City at Baltimore
New York Giants at Dallas
Chicago at Green Bay
San Diego at Denver
Atlanta at Oakland
Minnesota at Washington
Monday, Dec. 1
New England at Miami, n

l li
‘

ABA Players' Union To
Go To Court And Not On
NEW YORK (AP) — The
American Basketball Association players' union is going
into court — instead of onto the
court — next Monday.
The players organization and
their attorneys are headed for
Southern District Court in New
York, in front of Judge Robert
Carter, where they will present
a seven-count case against the
National Basketball Association, the 18 NBA clubs and
John Y. Brown, ABA president.
The Players Association, stirred by recent job losses by several of its members because of
the folding of the Baltimore
and San Diego franchises, and
With its Virginia and Utah
teams in wobbly financial
straits, announced Monday it
had filed an application to intervene in a pending suit between the ABA and the NBA.
The ABA players' litigation
action had six major points.
One was to seek in-

dernnification from its Denver
and New York clubs for damages suffered by ABA players
as afesult of the Nuggets' and
Nets' application for entrance
into the NBA for the 1976-77
season. The association contends that Denver and New
York conspired with the NBA
to be taken into that league.
That move, and actions by
Brown, the ABA players said in
a statement, has "given rise to
our belief that efforts are being
made to drive the ABA out of
business. This has placed ABA
players in an untenable position."
Another point the players' union sought was to prevent anyone from applying outside pressures on ABA clubs to cease
operations without possibly facing legal action.
A third purpose was to insure
that ABA players are included
in any negotiations involving
possible merger with the NBA.

Bradshaw Unthreads
Rope On Oilers 32-9
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON AP) — The Houston Oilers, sworn to -hold the
rope," came unraveled on nationwide television Monday
night under the aerial assault
of pressure-proof Terry Bradshaw and Pittsburgh's Steel
Curtain defense.
Bradshaw flawlessly threaded
13 of 16 passes through the
porous Houston Oilers defense
to lift the Steelers to a 32-9 victory and give Pittsburgh a onegame lead over Cincinnati in
the American Football Conference's Central Division chase. Coach Chuck Noll was so impressed with his Steelers' handiwork that he pronounced them
playoff ready. "Our offense is
where it was at the end of last
season, moving the ball well
and taking the pressure off the
defense," Noll said after Bradshaw whipped the Steelers to
two touchdowns in a 1:28 span
of the second quarter for a
commanding 15-3 halftime lead.
"When you get the protection
and the blocking from the offensive line that we did tonight,
you're bound to move the ball,"
Noll said.

Despite the motto of "hold
the rope- and 49,947 fans cheering them on, the Oilers wilted
under the pinpoint passing of
Bradshaw and the undeniable
runs of Franco Harris, who
gained 149 yards and scored
two touchdowns.
The Oilers, who dropped to a
7-3 record and third place in
the AFC's Central Division,
took a 3-2 lead in the second
quarter on a 27-yard field goal
by Skip Butler but Bradshaw
had the Steelers ahead 15-3 by
the half with a pair of lightning-quick touchdowns in the
second quarter.
The Steelers got a safety in
the first quarter when Houston
quarterback Dan Pastorini was
tackled in the end zone after
losing the ball from a shotgun
formation.
Bradshaw keyed the first of
two touchdown runs by Harris
with passes of 18 and 10 yards
to Lynn Swann in the second
quarter. Harris, the first runner to gain 100 yards against
Houston's defense this season,
bulled four yards for a touchdown with 2:23 to go in the half

You

for a 9-3 Steeler lead.
Cornerback J. T. Thomas returned an interception 11 yards
on Houston's next series and
Bradshaw again went to the air
with four straight completions,
the last one 18 yards to Swann
for a touchdown and the 15-3
halftime lead.

Cox Paces 'Cards
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Wesley Cox led Louisville with
27 points as the Cardinals prepared for Saturday's season
opener at Memphis State with
an 84-76 victory over Athletes
in Action-USA in exhibition basketball.
The visitors, trailing 70-58,
mounted a rally that cut the
Louisville lead to four with 1:57
remaining in Monday night's
game, and Cox scored 12 of his
points as the Cardinals staved
off the surge.
Danny Brown came off the
bench to add 20 points for the
winners. Danny Knight, a 6foot-11 center from Kansas,
dumped in 19 points to lead
Athletes in Action — a touring
group of former college players.

Buyin quantity!
With Pepsi-Coiat
6-Quart 6-Pak.
Six 32-ounce resealable/returnable bottles that
giVe you big ounce for ounce savings.
6•Quart 6.Pak
carton that give you the say.
Pepsi•Cola's biggest carton Ings only quantity buying can.
gives you Pepsi-Cola's biggest And the carry-back carton is
savings Six 32.ounce bottles the perfect way to return your
of great tasting Pepsi-Cola at empties for a refund. Enjoy the

The

remarkable ounce for ounce double value of the 6-Quart
savings. Six returnable quarts 6-Pak . . the quality taste of
with reseal caps in one totable Pepst-Co4a at quantity savings.
dorlallawornallioik

GOLF
OSAKA, Japan — ine Japanese team captured both the
team and individual titles in
the fifth annual U.S.-Japan Golf
Tournament.
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Your Inddual Horoscope I 7Pe Plumbing Code Committee Grants Approval Of Plumbing Products
Frances Drake

--,4.•1°

FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 075
look in the section in which LEO
your birthday comes and find (July 24 to Aug. 23)
what your outlook is, according
Your public relations acto the stars.
cented now, with special emphasis on responses to your
ARIES
efforts and presentation of
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 111
14 ideas. Curb your innate aggresTake a close look at factors siveness.
which influence your decisions. VIRGO
Try to build a sturdier platform (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
to insure a more successful
Some detail you overlooked
assault on objectives.
may upset the smooth tenor of
TAURUS
your work. Pick up where most
Apr. 21 to May 21) 6W practical and go on. Crying over
If you're considering a new "spilt milk" is a waste of time.
proposition, study carefully, LIBRA
regardless of who wishes to (Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
hurry things through.
Don't shirk responsibility.
GEMINI
Accept its challenge. Especially
May 22 to June 21) 11010511- now, when a person in authority
You grasp ideas easily, see has already become intrigued
benefits to be gained where with your potentials.
others only note the obstacles. SCORPIO
Use your instincts NOW - and (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
go forward.
A step in the right direction
CANCER
can be accelerated later when
June 22 to July 231 ISO footing is surer. If you do get a
Getting what you want - and wrong start, switch tactics or
quickly - may be day's main change pace. You CAN make it!
problem. The answer lies just SAGITTARIUS
around the corner. Don't expect t Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )
eilit'
it to be obvious, however. You'll
An on-and-off day, but you
have to dig deep.
should do well if you stress your
innate competence and perseverance. In some matters
you'll gain more by following
17147-es
unconventional methods.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Avoid the illogical and close
your
eyes to the' dubious
SECIVITARY OF STATE
schemes of others - no matter
Seward"-1867.
how attractively they may be
presented. Don't be blinded by
your emotions.
AQUARIUS
iJan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your own management of
material resources now comes
up for review and, perhaps,
criticism. Keep things orderly
and in balance. Verify all
"information" if you'd stay
•IWP
ahead.
PISCES
A lot of people thought
XC
.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
it was a mistake.
Look for the "loopholes" that
"Seward's folly.- they
trick needlessly; be alert to
called it.
misrepresentation; sift
Just a lot of ice and
carefully for truths. Once sure
you are on the right track, go
ahead confidently - and
But Alaska has yielded
profitably.
furs, fish, forest products
many
and minerals worth
YOU BORN TODAY are
limes the puyhasc price.
with a lively imagendowed
And that' a„Urc.hase was
ination and great sensitivity,
and are more likely to choose
made poisiSV
one of the arts as a career than
Americans bought up a
many others of your Sign, who
government issue of six
generally prefer the fields of
percent five-twenty
business, finance or the law. In
bonds in 1865.
this connection, you could
especially excel in music,
Today. Americans still
sculpture, painting or literhelp their country grow by
ature, with The latter your best
buying United States
bet. You love sports, the outSavings Bonds at banks or
doors and animals, especially
through the Payroll
dogs and horses, and may breed
Savings Plan at work.
them as a hobby. Traits to curb:
secretiveness and a tendency
Seward knew what lie
toward excessive gambling.
was doing then.
Birthdate of: Robert Goulet,
_Be in the know, now.
singer-actor; Alan King,
Buy United States Savings
comedian.
Bonds.

.1244A

NO.ME:'

Alaska
fiv:tru:sii,rfi
simmuoN.

that

WOO.

A the sayoying can.
carton is
eturn your
L Enjoy the
* 6-Quart
ity taste of
tity savings.

pipe fittings, manufactured in
accordance with the American
Society of Testing Material's 03034 standards. These fittings
utilize ring-type joints.
Universal-Rundle requested
approval for their thermo-water
closet tanks, acrylic lavatories
and bathtubs. Presenting the
plastic toilet tank, the company
representative compared its
features to those of another
firm's already-approved tank.
The committee granted approval to the ABS toilet tank
with its inside thermal liner.
Although stipulating that additional information be given on

the construction and material of request, the conunittee gt anted euttee.
The next meeting of the
its overflow system, the com- conditional approval to the
mittee also approved the Noble Co. for its chlorinated Kentucky Plumbing Code
Universal-Rundle acrylic polyethylene for shower floor Committee is scheduled for 10
lavatory.
liners and floor sink flashings
‘a.m., Jan. 14, 1976.
meneiMMIllr
The committee disapproved
In addition to delaying action
Specialty
Products
Co.'s
triple
on Universal-Rundle's acrylic
Miss Your Paper?
bathtub, the committee also -0" vent fleshings and the JimSubscribers who hove not
postponed action on the Powers Cap Co.'s cap-type plug.
In other action, the corn- received
home•
their
Fiat Corp. acrylic-faced
delivered copy of The
fiberglass reinforced bathtubs mittee members asked that in
the future each company write
Murray Ledger L Times by
and bathtub walls.
The plumbing code com- a brief, concise statement about 5:30 p.m. ere urged to call
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
mittee also approved the the specific product the aprequest of Revere Copper and proval is being requested for
end 6 p.m. to insure delivery
Brass, Inc., for Bronzite DWV and also voted to make perof the newspaper. Cells must
manent the temporary officers
and Bronzite DT tube.
be pieced before 6 p m,
For its second carry-over of the Plumbing Code Com...---.-4111111111.11.1111111....111

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY!

!keit-

no place like

La or Petioles, use.

--tation,for use of its extra-heavy
SDR-35 PVC sewer piping from
the property line to the house. In
his presentation, the company
representative questioned why
it couldn't be used for house
lateral since it is used for
mains. He also said that his type
of piping is in accordance with
national trend arid standards.
The committee also approved
the piping of the Hurlbut Plastic
Pipe Corp.-ASTM D-3034 PVC
sewer piping, a type of plastic
piping similar to that of Johns
Manville. The committee
granted approval to both of
those companies for PVC sewer

FRANKFORT, Ky.-In
recently, the
Frankfort
plumbing code committee, an
advisory group to the Kentucky
Dipartment for
Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection, evaluated the
product approval requests from
companies
that
eight
manufacture plumbing-related
materials. The record of the
committee's meeting showed
four approvals, two disapprovals and two carry-overs.
The plumbing code committee granted approval to
Johns Manville, the first
company to make its presen-

Men more fit
to teach?

Nov E Boods pay Vic Merest wham held
to maturity of 5 Teats (1 % the tuft
ya,W !littlest is tot sabtect to stets or
local tacose taxes, aid federal in say be
deterred seta redeoptioa

If you had to explain why
fewer than five per cent of
full professors at major universities across the country
are women, you'd probably
overlook the most important
reason, says a University of
California sociologist at
Berkeley.
The reason is that the now
outdated academic career
system is tailored to fit a traditional man with a traditional family, according to Arlie
Russell Hochschild, an associate professor in the Department of Sociology.
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The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sunday.;
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week
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EVERY PRESCRIPTION IS
A "MIRACLE" MEDICINE
When your physician writes a prescription for you.
he has selected, from the many thousands of different
medicines in our prescription department the exact
one he judges will help you most. That is why a
prescription is usually more beneficial than any over
the counter medicine.
For, the most important part of any treatment is
your physician's ability to diagnose the cause of the
trouble. That diagnosis is an extra ingredient which
makes each prescription a 'Miracle" medicine.
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•45- to 60- wide, Full
bolts
•Many one of a kind Sample
Bolts
•Many Experimental
Patterns
•Bottom Weight
Sportswear Fabrics
•Blouseweight Solids and
Prints
•Novelty Suitinp & Dress
Fabrics
•All at one unbelievable low
Price
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Clinic Pharmacy
Tommy Otrisp, R.P.
Darold Keller, R.P.
Steve Compton, It.Ph.
Murray. Ky. 42071
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42 x 60
Plate Glass Gold Frame

Mirrors
$52oo
Cedar Chests
$9800
From

2 Piece Early American

Living Room Suites
$28500
These are 3 cushion sofas, coil spring base with
combination foam & dacron crowned cushion,
Herculon fabrics.

Strat-O-Lounger

A magnificent reproduction of 18th Century American,
inspired by our English forefathers. Beautifully detailed with
fluted posts and pineapple design finials on the bed,
elegant chest and dressers. Yours in burnished cherry
finish on cherry solids, veneers and other native American
hardwoods.

Triple Dresser, 9 drawers
$288
Includes Mirror
Cannon Ball Bed
$188.
Chest
$244.
Night Stand
$99.00

8 112 $13600
A COLLECTORS ITEM IN ITS OWN TIME

The versatile,
11 drawer
highboy
with
18th Century
English Influence
1 AY
=

$41400

rom$9
8
00

Sofa & Love Seat
Combination

This unusually beautiful collection was inspired by
America's 18th Century craftsmen. They, in turn,
had been inspired by England's Golden Age of
furniture design. You'll find this precious legacy in
the glowing richness of the cherry finish, in the
pediment tops on the mirrors, the fluted posts and
hand carved finials of the bed. Solid cherry drawer
and door fronts, cherr% veneers and selected hardwood.

$388.
Triple Dresser, 9 drawers
Includes Mirror
Poster Bed
2o7.
Chest
$244.
Night Stand
$99.
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Program To Warn Parents Of
Child Deficiencies Instituted
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
Kentucky Department of
Education, in conjunction with
the Consortium of State
Departments of Education in
the Appalachian Region, will
begin a program attempting to
warn parents of the possibility
that their child risky have
physical or mental „problems
which can impede th411- normal
growth and developnient.
The program is designed to
make the parents aware of the

"early wanting signs" that
indicate a preschooler might
have difficulty with his sight,
hearing, talking, thinking,
moving or playing. The
program,scheduled to begin the
first week of November, will
rely on the distribution of a
pamphlet entitled "Eerly
Warning Signs," coupled with
radio and television spots.
Taylor Hollin, Kentucky's
advocate on the 10-state consortium, said the program has

Samsonite'
Silhouette'
Special
Colors...

SOCO
.
At last. An after-Christmas sale when you
really need it...before Christmas.
Take advantage of this once-a-year sale on Samsonite Silhouette luggage
in specrai colors only, to surprise someone at Christmas Or to take care of
your own luggage needs Either way, you get superb Samsonite Silhouette
styling and durability
save on matching pieces. Available in Sky Blue
and Honey Gold kir lacbes Olive for men Quantities limited

Regular
Silhouette
Price
174.00
41.00
44.01
11400
10.00
CIO
74.00
70.00

A. Lisa.Yr Pdkoan
B.LAW Mate
C.UAW
UAW Wain"
Ladles'ar Napo
D. Ike's 24"
E. Mee's
blee's

Sans

O Samsonite'
Twin Lakes
Office Products Inc.
4th & Main

Glaucoma Traveling Photo Exhibit
Information
Brings Shows To Public
Available

Generally speaking, people in
four goals:
their mid-30s are at or nearing
—Make the parents aware of the most productive time of
the importance of early their lives. Families are young
diagnosis and treatment of the and growing, careers are
handicapping condition;
demanding. It is, in short, a
—Inform the parents of the period of much responsibility.
most significant and easily
At a time like this, to be faced
recognizable signs that a child with a permanent, life-altering
may have special needs;
handicap like blindness could be
—Encourage parents who a devasting setback. So often,
suspect their child may have too, such tragedy could have
special
needs
to
seek been easily avoided.
professional help;
A case in point is glaucoma—
—Identify for parents sources ironically, the nation's second
of available help for the child. leading cause of blindness, even
According to Hollin, the though the disease can be
pamphlet lists 30 warning signs diagnosed and treated early
of handicapping conditions. enought to prevent appreciable
Sight problems may be in- loss of sight.
dicated if a child is often unable
Most prone are those in the 35to locate and pick up small plus age group, says the Kenobjects within reach, frequently tucky Society for the Prevention
rubs his eyes or sometimes or of Blindness.
always crosses one or both eyes. In its early stages, the disease
Problems with speech may be is usually symptom-free to the
present if a one-year-old cannot untrained observer, yet slowly,
say "mama" or "dada," or has insidiously, vision is being
difficulty being understood by destroyed. Only through a
people outside the family by age professional examination can
five.
an accurate diagnosis be made,
Warning signs of thinking which is why the Society adproblems include failure by a vises a checkup at least every
one-year-old to react to his other year after age 35.
name. Such problems may also
Glaucoma is associated with
be indicated if a child does not too much fluid pressure within
seem to understand the the eye. This pressure cuts off
meaning of such words as blood supply to the tiny nerve
"today," "tomorrow" or cells and fibers that line the
"yesterday" by age five.
retina of the eye, -and so
A child who talks in a very eventually will destroy the cells
loud voice or if a child does not that carry vision to the optic
seek the source of strange nerve and the brain.
sounds by age six months, he
The destruction is not
may be suffering from hearing reversible, but if the glaucoma
problems. If he cannot sit up is detected early enough,
without support by the time he blindness can be avoided in
is a year old or does not walk up most cases.
and down steps by age three, In their constant efforts to
problems with movement may reach people with undiagnosed
be present.
glaucoma, the Kentucky
Society sponsors screenings in
several
The pamphlet lists
communities throughout
other signs of mental and Kentucky. These glaucoma
physical handicaps and can be screenings, which use a simple
instrumental in helping parents procedure called tonometry,
discover their child's difficulty help find the unknown cases.
If a problem exists. It then goes The test pinpoints people with a
on to tell the parents how to get suspicious increase in eye
professional assistance to help pres,sure, alerting them to the
the child overcome the han- need for professional care.
dicap. The earlier the problem
With your financial help the
Is discovered and treated, the Society can expand these
sooner the child can agairliegih screeqing projects to reach
normal development.
additional numbers of older
Further information about Kentuckians.
Information on glaucoma, in
the "Early Warning Signs"
program for children with pamphlets and films, can be
special needs can be received obtained from the Kentucky
by contacting Taylor Hollin, Society for the Prevention of
Instruction, Blindness, Box 132, Louisville,
of
Bureau
Department of Education, 1814 Kentucky 40201.
Capitol Plaza Tower, FrankSAVINGS DROP
fort, Ky. 40601.
Net savings inflows into the
nation's savings and loan associations totalled $1.2 billion
in August, a considerable decline from the $3.1 billion figures for both June and July
but an improvement over
August, 19'74, when the savings and loan business had a
net outflow of $1.1 billion.

FRANKFORT, Ky—Exhibits
featuring such skills is
Photography and printmaking
are no longer confined to a few
of the state's urban areas.
The Kentucky Arts Commission's traveling exhibition
program currently makes 10
shows available to the public,
free of charge, at such unlikely
places as libraries, public
schools, colleges, banks and
civic centers, as well as
museums.
A listing of current exhibits
includes a show devoted to
photographs by the late Barney
Cowherd, former
news
photographer for the CourierJournal, Louisville Times and
Life magazine.
Another photography exhibit
includes a feature on Eastern
Kentucky between the 1800s and
1930s. Selected from Alice Lloyd
College's Appalachian Learning
Laboratory, the photographs
protray mountain families,
logging and mining operations
and early railroad construction.
Rare scenes of Louisville in
the 1920s have also been
preserved by the camera and
are now available for showing
through the arts commission.
Kentucky's largest city also
has yielded an art form unique
to the state. Rubbings from 19th
century coal hole covers found
in the sidewalks of downtown
Louisville are on display.
In
addition,
several
silltscreen prints and multimedia exhibits may be booked
through the commission.
Charles Curro was recently
hired by the commission to
direct the traveling exhibition
program since requests for the
service have now warrented a
fulltime supervisor. The
program was first initiated in
1965 when the arts commission
was formed, but shared the
spotlight with other projects
under a visual arts director.
Curro is enthusiastic about
his new responsibilities. "The
idea behind the traveling
exhibition program is to encourage the public to become
aware of the fact that their lives
can be enriched by means other
Itsie te,leviiion,"- he said:.
The Versailles resident explained that some past shows
may have been interesting to
the professional artist, but of
little significance to the
layman. "This is a state service, so the commission would
like to use its funds wisely by
filling the cultural needs of the
people through high-quality
Kentucky art," Curro stated.
To encourage Kentucky institutions to book the shows, the
arts commission not only
provides the servicSit no cost,
but also foots the insurance
premiums. Curro said that
many states with similar
programs require the borrower

Calloway County
Form Bureau

to pay the insurance fee.
While the arts commission
oversees the scheduling of each
show, local exhibitors are
usually asked to provide
transportation. Noting that
most destruction to the art
pieces comes from this handling
rather than through theft or
vandalism, Curro said that he
and commission co-workers had
been particularly concerned
about crating methods so as to
instill a sense of the contents'
value into the next exhibitor.
He explained that if someone
observes shoddy packing
methods when collecting the
pieces, that person also will be
less likely to preserve the art
than if the contents were
wrapped with care. Curro
added that most exhibits can be
transported by station wagon.
Exhibits are rotated on a
monthly basis.

will take

Chemical Orders
for Farm Bureau Members
Until January 5, 1976
For Information Call...

Farm Bureau Office
7S3-4703
or

Carves Paschall
at 492-8614
or any Farm Bureau Director

Burglars hate
Operation
Identification
Ask any
police officer why

KENTUCK
eitiME
CHECK
This advertisement published as a public service by The Mw-ray Ledger & Times)

The Christmas
,\1
-.--STOREIS TRADITIONAL
_
FRIENDSHIP NIGHT
Announcing a brand new book by The Associated
Press that grves the whole dramatic sweep of 1776
the founding year
• Daily Life
• Battles
• George III. Man and King
• Founding Fathers
• Founding Foes
• Independence Won
• Independence Almost Lost
Here in one oversized volume is the story of 1776.
America's momentous year. Hundreds of pictures.
100.000 words of text Suspense. Surprises. History
told for today.
Its called "'76 The World Turned Upside Down.**
Told in journal form, it is a book that takes you behind
the scenes just as it happened
Only $7 95 Order now and get a free color map of
the colonial era It's the next best thing to having been
there

FRIDAY, NOV. 28th
'10.07"

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

NAME

LERMANS

ADDRESS
41

CITY

L

•

STATE

Closed from 4 to 5 To
Prepare for This Event

BANKAMERICARO
welcome

Please send me
Enclosed is $
copies of '76 at $7 95 each

I

HOURS: 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.

10% Off
Everything In
The Store
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'76
Murray(Ky.)Ledger & Times
Box G-22, Teaneck, N.J.07666
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ZIP

Meese ma*,check oe money order payable to
• The Assocfaled Press

_

LOCATED IN THE
CYCSINNTOWN
SHOPPING CENTER

•
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Electric Heat Will
Still Be More Costly
Even though charges for TVA
electric* are being reduced,
electric bills this winter will still
be higher than last year for
consumers who heat electrically, according to a TVA
energy specialist.
A typical electrically heated
home will use two to three times
as much electricity in a cold
winter as it has been using in
September and October, so bills
will climb in coming months, J.
W. Ward, chief of TVA's
Electrical Demonstration
Branch, said. And even after
the recent reductions in power
charges, these charges still
reflect much higher power plant
fuel costs than those of a year
ago, so electric heating bills
would still be some 20 per cent
higher than last winter for the
same consumption, he said.
-Consumers should take
steps now to cut down on heat
loss from their homes," Ward
said. "Most of the electricity
used in a typical all-electric
home in winter is for space
heating to replace the heat that
escapes through ceilings, floors,
walls, doors, and windows. That
accounts for most of the dollars
in those winter electric bills,
and that is where the main
savings can be gained."
Installing adequate insulation
can do more than anything else
to cut heat loss from homes, he
said."We recommend at least 6
inches (R-19) of insulation
between ceiling and attic, and 3,2 inches (R-11) of insulation
with a vapor barrier in outside
walls and under floors. Installing storm doors and win-

State Crime Increases

dews, caulking around outside
window and doer frames, and
weatherstripping around
outside doors will keep even
more heat in."
For those who can't afford
storm doors and windows,
tacking up sheets of clear
plastic outside the windows will
help, Ward said. "And you
should stop air leaks around
window and outside door
frames with any material you
have, as long as it does not
present a fire hazard."
Ward
recommended
a
thermostat setting no higher
than 68 degrees. • The lower the
thermostat setting, the fewer
kilowatthours will be used," he
said.
Rooms not often used should
be closed off, if possible, and the
thermostat setting reduced in
them. The filter in a central
heating system should be
cleaned or replaced every 30
days. And the damper of a
fireplace not in use should be
closed tight so heat can't escape
up the chimney.
More information on electricity-saving measures is
available from the offices of
local electric systems.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Crime figures were up 14.3 per cent.
increased in Kentucky by 15.3 Aggravated assault and murder
per cent during the first six climbed 9 and 6.9 per cent
months of 1975, according to respectively.
figures compiled by the state
Rape, however, declined 19.9
police uniform crime reporting per cent,
from 296 cases to 237.
program last month.
A county-by-county breakRobbery and burglary offenses showed the greatest rise. down shows that Jefferson and
A total of 1,561 robber
were Fayette counties, the state's
reported during the period for a most populous, reported the
20.1 per cent increase. This is greatest number of major ofcompared to 1,291 for the same fenses and increases in every
span a year ago. Burglary in- major crime—with the excreased 18.3 per cent, from ception of rape, thus setting the
statewide peace. The total
12,291 offenses to 15,192.
number of larceny-theft ofMotor vehicle theft rose 15.3 fenses in Jefferson
County was
per cent and total larceny 8,492, or 1,326 more than
a year

ago.
That county experienced rises
in burglary ( 4,394 to 5,182),
aggravated assault (403 to,.4.54)„
motor vehicle theft (1,943 to
2,208), robbery (810 to 817) and
murder (45 to 58). Reported
rape cases fell from 136 to 113.
Fayette County also followed
the statewide trend. Its rape
offenses totaled 15—compared
to 25 the previous year. Total
larceny and theft was up from
3,514 to 4,212. That county
reported increases in burglary
( 1,438 to 1,995), auto theft(196 to
278), aggravated assault (175 to
MO), robbery (108 to 210) and
murder (5 to 10).

City Dwellers Often
'Caught Up A Tree'

WHAT IS THIS?
Less than one per cent of all
engineers in the United States
are women, but a third of the
population of Soviet engineers is comprised of women,
says Prof. Aline M. Friedman, assistant professor of
journalism at Lehigh University.
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Mrs. Frank (Irene) Berry, Manager

By Marva Gay
FRANKFORT, Ky.
—
Forestry doesn't always stay in
the forest. City dwellers, just
like country dwellers, are often
"caught up a tree" about what
to do with ailing timber on their
lots.
Communities and cities often
want to know what types of
trees they should plant and
were — or, what to do when they
plant the wring thing in the
wrong place. Plus, there are
city dwellers who own timberland somewhere else. They
need help, too.
In increasing numbers, city
dwellers with tree problems are
turning for help to the division
of forestry in the Kentucky
Department
of
Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection. It's not as
glamorous as forest fire
fighting, but the help that the
division offers urban dwellers is
used. Last year, state forestry
officials answered more than
1,100 calls for help from
residents of cities and towns.
That help has been offered for
over 30 years, but, according to
Harry Nadler, director of the
forestry division, the number of
calls increases each year.

"My elm tree looks sick," is a
typical plea for help, whethery
by phone, mail or in person. In
response, a state forester visits
the site, determines the
problem and makes recommendations.
According to Nadler, there
are four main categories of
problems that beset the trees of
urban dwellers; insects and
disease; pruning; feeding or
fertilizing; and damage caused
by mechanical equipment,
earthfill or other construction.
"We particularly like to work
with communities — that's what
we might call metro-forestry —
and with urban timberland
owners," said Nadler. Urban
timberland owners and city
dwellers who own timberland in
the country receive the same
timberland improvement and
marketing assistance that the
division offers farm dwellers.
"Many cities have problems
caused by planting the wrong
species of trees in the wrong
place," said Nadler. "You can't
plant trees any old way. There
must be compatibility between
the place and the tree species.
We advise the communities on
how to achieve that compatibility."

Schools To
Participate
In Project

Ask us about ow new savings plan
that lets you defer taxes wise you build your
own retirement fund.
Thanksto an act olCongress,anyone not
under another pension plan can now
start their own— and retire rich.
It's called an Individual Retirement
Account — an I.R.A.You cart contribute
15% of your annual salary to it each year,
up to $1,500 tax free. And you won't pay
any taxes on that money until your retirement,when you're in a lower tax bracket.
Ask usfor details about starting an Individual Retirement Account.Start making
sure your golden years really arc golden.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.—Chicken
Mt. Vernon, Martha's Mashed
Potatoes, Benjamin Franklin
Turkey and Lewis and Clark
Cookie are only a few of the
items to be served for luch in
many Kentucky schools during
this school year.
"Schools serving these
delicious concoctions.' said
Don Willlariison, school lunch
consultant in the Kentucky
Department of Education, "are
participating in the Child
Nurtition Bicentennial Project
sponsored by the American
School Association." The
project celebrates 30 years of
the school lunch program at the
same time it celebrates 200
years of America. "Each month
the schools which participate
will feature menu themes
highlighting various aspects of
the nation's heritage—such as
the first Thanksgiving, the
Boston Tea Party and the
Louisiana Purchase," said
Williamson.
Williamson said that the U. S.
Department of Agriculture and
the American School Food
Service Association have
developed an award program
for the schools participating in
the Bicentennial Project. A
banner will be given to schools
completing two of the three
categories. The categories are
three themes of the Bicentennial: Heritage '76, Festival
USA and Horizons '76. The
award program began September this year and continues
to December, 1976.
"The R. C. Hinsdale
Elementary
School
in
Edgewood, Ky. is the first
school in the state to receive a
Bicentennial Banner," said
Williamson.

Pacific Isles
no paradise

Federal Savings And Loan
7.91.Murra Branch

"'Pon* 753-792

Tourists may be walking
through psychological mine
fields once they hit the shores
of many South Pacific islands,says Bryan H. Farrell,
director of the Center for
South Pacific Studies at University of California, Santa
Cruz.
He warns that all visitors to
Some degree are 'lifted as
"invaders" by the host coun
try,

fi

Among those towns that have
started receiving help from the
forestry division is Louisville,
which was advised on tree
planting in its parks.
The division also works with
subdivision developers to insure
the care of trees during construction.
"There's a growing need for
forestry service to city
dwellers," said Nadler. 'We
hope we will be able to supply
and expand that service to keep
up with the increasing demand
and need."
For forestry help contact the
division of forestry, Kentucky
Department for
Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection, 207 Holmes Street,
Frankfort, Ky.40601 (phone 502564-4496) or the district offices
in Morehead, Prestonsburg,
Hazard,Pineville, Stamping
Ground, Elizabethtown,
Campbellsville, Madisonville
and Mayfield.

Jui
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Over Last 3 Months
Fatality Rates Down
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Traffic
fatalities declined sharply in
Kentucky during the months of
August, September and October
of this year, according to
figures released by the Kentucky State Police (KSP),
marking a reversal from this
year's first seven months.
During the three month
period, 188 fatalities were
reported for the state, compared to 239 for that same span
a year ago—or a 21 per cent
decline.
In August, 70 persons lost
their lives on Kentucky roads.
That figure for August, 1974 was
86, or a 19 per cent decline.
Fifty-eight fatalities were
recorded in September and 60 in
October.
These
months
reported 70 and 83 the previous
year for declines of 17 and 28 per
cent respectively.
However, the first seven
months of this year reflected an
increase instead of a decrease.
Between January and July, 516
fatalities were recorded, as
compared to 429 for that period
in 1974—or a 20 per cent increase.
Lt. Col. James H. Mayes,
commander of administration
for the KSP said that there is no
definite explanation for the
sudden reversal, but he did
mention several factors that
could have contributed.
"There has been a 15 per cent
increase in the state police work
force," he said, "as a result
motorists see more police on the
road and tend to slow down."
Another possible factor,
according to Mayes, is that
more speeding citations have
been issued this year. During
the first 10 months of this year
an estimated 113,110 citations

were issued as compared to
86,023 for the first 10 months of
1974.
"It is reasonable that once the
word gets around that more
citations are being written," he
continued, "that motorists
become more cautious."
He also said that good
weather may have contributed,
and now that people are getting
used to the 55 mile per hour
speed limit, traffic is moving
more uniformly. He estimated
that 70 per cent of the
automobiles on the state's highways are now traveling within
10 mph of each other.
For the 10 month period,
seven of the state's 16 state
police posts have reported
fewer fatalities in their areas
than they encountered last
year.
The Mayfield post reported a
27 per cent decline; Madisonville an 18 per cent decline;
Bowling Green an 11 per cent
decline; and Elizabethtown a 6
per cent decline. The Henderson
post reported an 18 per cent
increase, from 34 fatalities to
40.
The state police post in
Ashland had the greatest
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percentage of decrease.
Fatalities in their region fell
from 32 to 16, or 50 per cent. The
Harlan and London posts also
reported decreases.
A total of 704 fatalities were
recorded in the state during the
first 10 months of this year, as
compared to 068 through October of last year.

HERO FROM MANILA
LITTLE ROCK (AP) — Herman Davis of Manila (Mississippi County), one of Arkansas' World War I heroes,
was listed by Gen. John J. Pershing among the 100 greatest
heroes of the war.
Davis, a 30-year-old private
who never got past the fourth
grade, received the Distinguished Service Cross for
singlehandedly knocking out a
German machine gun neat neer
Verdun during the Allied
Meuse-Argonne offensive Oct.
10, 1918.
He died in a Memphis hospital in 1923 of pulmonary tuberculosis resulting in part
from a breath of poison gas in
France during the war. A state
park at Manila was named
after him.

Flight Training
All Weather Charter
Aircraft Rentals
Air Ambulance

i4god

Thorobred Flying Service, Inc.
Murray Calloway
County Airport

Tbart's Ms tea the Nis,fla

Contact Bill Fuller or Johnny Parker
489-2721
4119-2414

Hark all you lads and lasses,
for ChristmasLongJohn Silver
has Santa t glasses.

Nov 30-1)ec..6

1)ec.7-13

lkc..14-20

Enjoy a large cup ofcc)* and keep a glass with the famous old
Santa Claus from the makers of Coca-Cola on it
for one low gift price. There's a different one every week.
Coca-Cola Ind Cfike are reosterep adorned,'*No)KJ/KItrly rh0 same product ot lI

Cor.d.Cola Company

Remember those charming Santa Clauses you used
to see every Christmas in advertisements for Coca-Cola
in Life Magazine? Well, Life is gone, but those
wonderful Santa Clauses are back. The'people who
make Coca-Cola have put three of their famous old
Santa Clauses on some beautiful new glasses. You can
get them only at participating Long John Silver's whilr
the supply lasts and we don't expect the supply to last
too.longsince they're sure to be collector's.items. So
-Aztair..intaLung.folara.Silves.'s Seen arial•latiartC.011CAAMMI.-

JohnSilver

711 South 12th Street

SEAFOOD SHOPPES
•

•
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Louisville Delegate Files
Bill Doubling Solons' Pay

Jurors Weigh Fate
Of Lynette Fromme
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
— With her own attorney conceding she is guilty of assault
for pointing a gun at President
Ford, jurors weighing the fate
of Lynette Fromme must decide what she intended by that
act.
Did she intend to kill the
President,' as federal prosecutors say?
Or was she simply seeking a
platform to express her views,
as her defense attorney contends?
The eight-woman, four-man
Jury enters its second day of
deliberations today. The panel
deliberated three hours Monday
and reviewed the testimony of
two college students who gave
conflicting accounts of what
Miss Fromme said after her arrest Sept. 5.
Miss Fromme, a follower of

convicted mass murder Charles
Manson, is charged with attempting to assassinate President Ford in Sacramento that
day.
The Case went to the jury
Monday after final arguments
by U.S. Atty. Dihyne Keyes
and defense attorney John Virga. Miss Fromme refused to
testify in her own defense.
Miss
conceded
Virga
Fromrne had pointed a pistol at
Ford, but urged Jura s to find
her guilty of assault instead of
attempted aussination.
"I tare the!you should return a verdict of guilty of assault on the President because
that is what she did," Virga
said. "But she did not act with
intent to kill the President."
Keyes pointed to testimony
from several persons about
what Miss Fronune said after

NOTICE
The Calloway County
Farm Bureau is launching a campaign to
promote the sale of
meat gift certificates
through local grocery
stores between now
and Christmas. According to Jim Stahler,
President, meat gift
are
certificates
available for purchase
at IGA Northside and
Lynn's Meats,641 Hwy.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Legislative Research Commission noted in a staff study a
couple of years ago that "there
is a widespread feeling that
any legislator who votes to increase his own salary risks an
irate electorate at home and
possible defeat for re-election."
Rep. Mae Street Kidd, DLouisville, who has nest been
re-elected, is paying no mind to
that sort of analysis.
She has prefiled a bill which
would double legislative pay.
Under her proposal the daily
compensation of senators and
House members would rise
from $15 to Se and the expenses by the same amounts.
In addition, the interim
monthly expense allowance,
now $400, would be boosted to

she was seized by Secret Service agents.
"Has anyone here testified
that she heard the defendant
say it was a joke?" Keyes
asked. "Did anyone hear her
say, 'I did not intend to kill the
president'?"
They did not, he argued, because she intended to kill Ford.
U.S. Judge Thomas MacBricle
told the jury during his final instructions that they could return an assault verdict but only
if they found Miss Fronune innocent of attempted assassination.
Assault carries a maximum
penalty of 10 years in prison
and a $10,000 fine. The penalty
for attempted assassination is
10 years to life in prison.
The 27-year-old defendant is
the first person charged under
a 1965 law covering attempted
assassination of a U.S. president. She allegedly tried to
shoot Ford as he walked from
his hotel to the state Capitol.
Her trial also marked the
first time that a sitting president testified in a criminal
case. Ford's testimony was taken by videotape in Washington
and played in court on television monitors.
Secret Service agents said
they took a .45-caliber pistol
away from her after she pointed it at Ford from two feet
away. The pistol contained a
magazine with four bullets in
it. But a round had not been
cocked into the chamber, so it
could not have been fired.

$500.
Mrs. Kidd's proposal also
would pay legislators for one
round trip per week during a
session between home and
Frankfort. Currently, payment
is only for one trip per 60-day
session.
To fund the raises, the bill
would appropriate $390,000 for
fiscal 1975, $460,000 for 1976 and
9890,000 for the following to fis-

MONKEY BUSINESS--Thre- . ear-old !eight John•
son offers water from baby bottle to orgin grinder's
morkey at Toledo. Ohio, shopping mall

cal years.
The proposed measure carries an emergency clause,
which means it would take effect on passage, and would be
retroactive for the next session,
which begins in January.
Most legislators long have
sought increased compensation
privately, but have been reluctant to take the political risk of
seeking it publicly.
One way out was created by
the 1974 General Assembly,
when a citizens' advisory committee was created to study the
question and make recommendations for the 1976 session.
The committee called for
modest raises which were incorporated in a proposed bill.
But the interim State Government Committee due to consider it could not muster a quorum at its final meeting
recently.
The citizens' committee plan
,calls for increasing both pay

and expenses to $40 a day and
allowing eight round trips from
home to Frankfort each session.
It would leave the legislators'
monthly expenses at $400, and
would increase compensation
for attending interim committee meetings from $25 to $40
per meeting.
Another measure, prefiled by
Sen.-elect David ICarem, DLouisville, would compensate
victims of criminal acts for outof-pocket medical expenses and
loss of wages.
The bill would establish a
crime victims compensation
board to arrange for specific
benefits.
More than 200 House and Senate bills already have been prefiled for the session, which begins Jan. 6, and some will be
analyzed at a prelegislative
conference beginning this weekend at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.

Fire Fighters Battle Huge
Brush Fire Near LA Today

LOS ANGELES I AP) — An
ominous orange sky hung over
the Los Angeles area today as
fire fighters with their backs at
the city's edge battled to keep
the nation's biggest brush fire
Prosecutors contended that from spreading.
Miss Fromme thought the gun
More than 20 homes on the
could be fired and they northeast edge of the Los Angeproduced witnesses who said les area were burned to the
they heard a click as if the ground, with another 30 damtrigger had been pulled.
aged. About 5,000 residents
But Virga argued that she were evacuated as the blaze
knew the gun would not fire roared over 45,000 acres of the
and only wanted to dramatize Angeles National Forest.
her concern for the environAt least 70 fire fighters sufment and the plight of Manson, fered smoke inhalation or miwho is serving a life term for nor burns, but no civilians were
the killing of actress Sharon reported injured.
Tate and six others in 1969.
Almost no rain has fallen for

six months in the area about 25
miles from downtown Los Angeles, and the flames were
being fanned sporadically by
hot, dry Santa Ana winds,
which originate in the Mojave
Desert east of here.
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
declared a state emergency,
and local officials sent a telegram to President Ford asking
him to declare a federal disaster, which allows federal recovery assistance.
Smoke from the big fire rose
to 10,000 feet and spread 200
miles out to sea, a weather satellite photograph showed.
Health officials warned persons

with respiratory diseases to
stay inside as ashes rained
down in a 55-mile area along
the coast.
A second major fire was raging out of control only 20 miles
to the east and had scorched
12,000 acres in the Mount Baldy
winter recreation area. About
100 homes were evacuated in
the foothill city of Claremont,
plus 40 to 50 resort cabins in
San Dimas Canyon along the
fire's southwest frontier.
A Forest Service spokesman
said the blazes "are probably
going to stay out of control until we get a little help from the
weather."

MON • TUES• WED

2-pc Chicken Dinner

99c
• 2 pcs fin9or lickln' good‘chicken
• Rosh coleslaw or potatoes & butter roll
Offor Good lwrotod TIT.Only

Kentucky fried eiticken
1113Sycamore 753-7101
•

SHOP MERCHANTS DISPLAYING THIS SIGN
TO REGISTER FOR THE$200 CASH GIVE-AW

It
eV/

The Murray Southside United
Merchants proudly announce
the-biggest combined Holiday
Sale ever held in this area!
•*

+ See Wednesday's Murray Ledger
and Times for Great Holiday Values!
FREE PARKING
MOST STORES
OPEN SUNDAYS

6406.
4441P

101

Participating merchants include The
Independent Southside Merchants,
The Southside Shopping Center,
Merchants, The Southside
Manor Merchants,
The Bel-Air Merchants
and the Uncle Jeff's
Center Merchants.

tO,

1•44-

-

REGISTER AT THESE PARTICIPATING STORES FOR $200
TO BE GIVEN AWAY EACH WEEK TIL CHRISTMAS
King's Den
Russell Dowdy Uncle Jeffs
Peoples Bank
Murray Amoco
Cohoon's Wishy Washy
Murray Datsun Inc.
Carroll Tire Service
Step Ladder
Triangle Inn
Murray Sewing Center
Jim's Shoe Outlet

Brownfield'S
Bank of Murray
The Clothes Closet
Johnson's Grocery
Hatcher Auto Sales inc.
The Place-Lod and Lassie
Dunn TV and Appliances
The Shoe Tree
Holiday Inn of Murray
S Oil

AAT,
It

Minnen's of Murray
Michelson Jewelers
Murray Glass Co.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Big K
Storey's Food Giant Supermarket
Jerry's Restaurant
Long John's Restaurant
Goodyear Stores
Pic-N-Pay
Bel-Air Shopping Center
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Family Rides 'Blue Beast' To Adventure
By JOY STILLEY
AP Newsfeatures Writer
NEW YORK 1AP) — Can a
family of six leave jobs and
school behind, toss six duffelbags and a couple of pup tents
into a van and casually take off
for a year of togetherness,
traveling throughout Europe
and the Soviet Union'

The Morris family did and
not only lived to tell the tale,
but Jeannie Morris, writer and
Chicago television sports reporter, has told it— in her new
book, -Adventures in the Blue
Beast.''
The -Beast" is the camper
that served as home base for
Jeannie, her husband, TV

Crossword Puzzler
1 Obese
2 Native metal
3 Indulge to
excess
4 Story
5 Move about
furtively
8 Article
7 Hurry
8 Killed
9 Scoffs
10 Dance step
11 Likely
16 Location
18 Damp
20 Lair
22 Flaming
23 Cripples
25 Negative
27 Aquatic
mammal
28 Caudal appendages
30 Period of
time
32 Armed conflict

ACROSS
1 Dude
4 Former Russtan rulers
9 Resort
12 Macaw
13 Cancel
14 Short sleep
15 Place for
worship
17 Most recent
19 Beg
21 Tiny
22 Appellation
of Athena
24 Range of
knowledge
26 Jog•
29 Comic trait
31 At present
33 Music as
written
34 Negative
prefix
35 Sea eagle
37 Hindu cymbals
39 Note of
scale
40 Corded
cloth
42 Goal
44 Repulse
46 Brother of
Jacob
48 Prohibit
50 Planet
51 Possessivepronoun
53 Harshness
55 Proofreader's
marks
58 Gasped for
breath
61 Be in debt
62 Overturn
64 Gu odo•s high
note
65 Marry
66 Mends with
cotton
87 Noise
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36 Penpoint
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43 Deface
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45 Separated 57 Resort
47 Southwestern59 Man's name
Indian
60 Man's
49 Mature
nickname
52 Ornamental 63 Senior
knob
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BEAST AND BURDEN—"The Blue
Beast," as it is affectionately known,
was home base for the Morris family
during the year they traveled in
sportscaster and former Chicago All-Pro football player
Johnny Morris, and their four
children.
"It was my idea to do it,"
declared the petite and vivacious author in an interview
here. "In 1969 when I started
writing a sports column I put
every bit I earned into 'The
Freedom Fund' and eventually
it got to be an impressive figure."
Though "one thing and another" brought that figure to 630,000, none of it came from
Jeannie's earlier book, "Brian
Piccolo: A Short Season," profits from which were donated to
the football player's widow and
to cancer research.

Europe and the Soviet Union. Atop
the van is Holly and, from left to
right, Tim, parents Jeannie and
Johnny, Dan and Debbie.

Their new blue vehicle in the
hold of the ship, the Morrises
began their adventure aboard
the Queen Elizabeth II in August 1973.
"There was no resistance
from the school board, which
thought the trip would be
educational for the children,"
their mother recalls. Dan and
Debbie, then 16 and 14, dropped
out of high school for a year
and their father tutored the
younger children, Tim and Holly, then 10 and 7.
"They're all four getting better grades than before and all
would take the trip again. Johnny and I would do it again anytime," adds the personable author, who gloatingly announces
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that she is 39, while her husband, a few months older, is 40.
"We're almost always the same
age, but right now I get to be a
year younger," she says, clapping her hands in glee.
"Language was no problem
on the trip. Johnny cannot
speak any language in the
world but he is an accomplished sign linguist. We didn't
go by guidebooks, we went by
our nose," explains Jeannie,
wearing brown slacks and
sweater and curled up shoeless
on the bed of her hotel room.
"There was always a lot of
input about where we should
go, but Johnny did the driving
and we never knew what the
decision was till he made a left
or right. You might have disagreements, but it really
doesn't matter what you do,
whether you go to Brussels or
Amsterdam tomorrow — because you have time."
It was an unplanned 12
months, except for one deadline. They had to be at the Russian border at noon on October
1, as prearranged by Intourist.
Altogether, they drove 22,000
miles.
"We would never drive any
farther than was comfortable.
If you're going to do it, and I
think everyone who can should,
do half the things you originally
planned, but do them well:
Jeannie advises, pointing out
that they stayed six weeks in a
little village on the south coast
of Crete. We skipped some
places, but when we were there
.we lived with people, ate what
they ate.
"There is a certain luxury in
primitive society. There's no
freezer and no canned goods, so
you don't have the variety but
it makes for innovative cuisine.
And with all that fresh food I
finally persuaded Johnny I
could turn our lawn into a garden arid all this past summer
we've had fresh vegetables."
They tried as they went along
to obtain literature to back'.
ground the youngsters in bls.
tory and current politics of the
countries they visited. At Stratford-upon-Avon they "got immersed" in Shakespeare.
"There were valuable experiences. When Johnny had an
infected foot ban did the foraging, shopping and dealing,"
Jeannie relates. "They're all
tremendously tolerant now and
they'll probably all seek out
new people and ideas and have
no hangups about new situations because they conquered
all the fear that year. They
took a big gulp out of life all at
once, which puts them a step
ahead in terms of maturity."
Always a close family, the
six encountered no problems in
being thrown so much together.
"What makes tension in families is pressures brought from
school, from work, from the tedium of housework," Jeannie
explains. "On a trip you take
all those outside pressures off."
They took along three or four
changes of clothing, which they
"wore to rags," and camped
out about two-thirds of the
time. Their only purchases
were some copperware and a
piece of Delft, both for gifts.
For themselves they brought
back "zilch. Nothing except our
rags," Jeannie admits with a
W1140...
-- —
("Adventures in the Blue
Beast" is published by Rand
McNally.)
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Advertising...
a vote of
confidence
in business.

IPI

fc
Recently there has been a lot of talk about upturns,
downturns, and sideturns in business and industry.
You ask a man these days how the "outlook" appears
to him, and you're liable to get a diagonal reply. Not
a straight up-and-down nod. Not even a negative, sideways shake of the head.
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Mostly the diagonal approach. It doesn't mean yes,
business is going up. It doesn't mean no, it isn't.
The answer you fruquently get is we'll wait and see.
Inflation and some of the other unrests, you know
So the man and his company pull their horns in.
They wait for someone else to "take the lead," they
say: No sense sticking our heads out until the situation "improves" itself.
In other words, sure we'll advertise -- or restore our
budgets --just as soon as we get more business.
Beautiful.
Everyone hangs around and waits for everything to
happen automatically. Hold up. Cut back. Wait. The
Prosperity Wagon is right around the corner. And it's
going to come to me, old friend, me. Without me
going out to get it.
Want to bet?
One thing about this economy of OUrll has never
changed. A lack of confidence in our business system,
manifested across business, only inspires more of the
same. With the result that that wagon may be farther
down the block than you think.
Business &Slinky stimulates business.

Companies, agencies and media that advertise should
be the ones you do business with, because we suspect
you'd rather do business with confident people.
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They take the time, trouble and money to inform
you -- to help you know more -- about their products, their services and their markets. They care
enough about you to go out of their way to tell you
they want to do business with you.
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We suspect that when the chips are down, this is how
you can tell the real leaders.

They also should get yours. If for no other reason
than they are helping to build business for both of us.
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32 Apartments For Rent

NEW KLRBY VACUUMS $50.80 FOR THE return of
sold by dealers from other
my male, 6 month old,
cities will not be serviced
red, Irish Setter named
by Kirby Vacuum Sales Joshua. No questions
and Service, 500 Maple asked. Contact Charles
Street.
Carpenter, 104 Shady
Shopping Centur
Oaks. Please return!
GALUMORE'S
RESTAURANT will be 6 Help Wanted
serving Thanksgiving
dinner. Turkey, dressing MAINTENANCE
and all the trimmings. MECHANIC. Experienced_ ins' teoseee
Wonted: Csies-Ceid-Silver mad
Also - -Kentucky Lake
mechanic with proven
Defross66 Gloss
Catfish.
machinist experience
opposite bus station
wanted for immediate
MARY
KAY Cosmetics.
108 Hod 6th Street
This is a peropening.
Call Irene Young, 753manent position, offers
753-0140.
5922.
excellent pay and fringe
benefits, including
YOUR NEED is our conpaid medical
company
cern. NEEDLINE, 7539".0404ti.ti..;:TorTiC74
life
insurance,
and
p333.
holidays, and vacations.
Only qualified applicants
need apply in person
If You
between 9 a. m. and 4 p.
Need Them:
m. or send resume to
Chemical
Vanderbilt
753-1441
Fire
Corp., Route 2, Box 54,
753-1621
Police
Murray, Ky., 42071.
753-6952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
ANY PERSON wishing to
Hospital Emergency...
keep 2 puppies for $30.00 a
mode at Loves Studio,
753-5131
month, call 767-2144.
503 Poplar
Humane Society 753-4307
Comprehensive Care...
light
DO
WOMEN,
753-6622
ironing,
housekeeping,
one day week for couple,
Poison Control 753-7588
own transportation. 753Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line,. .. 753-NEED
5203 after 9:30 a.m.
1.earn to Read..753-2288
WANTED SOMEONE to
Social Concerns
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.
Committee and

Pheonix
Clothing

MANOR
MURRAY
FIVE ROOM BRICK, big
Apartments, one or two
hall,
bathroom.
unfurnished,
bedroom,
Remodeled. In old Almo.
and
except
stove
Call 753-8953.
refrigerator, water bill
paid. Central heat and air
conditioning. Call 753- THE QUALIFIED per8668.
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom
to you regarding your real
apartment, adjoins MSU
estate needs. Our time is
campus perfect for
your time. Give us a call
members.
faculty
or drop by the office at 901
Available December 15.
Sycamore Street, 753Tucker Realtors, 753-1342,
7724.
night 753-4978.
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•
•
•
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Murray Coins
And Antiques
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For
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urns,
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Call 753-1342
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Selray, Nov. 29
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500 N. 4th - 753-8944
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The Shakiest Gun 6 Help Wanted
LOCAL ENGINEERING
I in the West
Firm has opening for high
school graduate to perRodman-Chairman
Set your II form
duties with field survey
Experience
.fitEt ticket" party.
not
but
preferred

ng to

. The
it's
me

required. Call 753-8050 or
contact Ted F. Billington,
Consulting Engineers,
Box 422, Murray.

at
never
stem,
f the
ther

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR TR
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOilOWS
News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Display.
Classified
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached on 753-1916
and 753-1917.

hould
spect

form
pr ocare
// you

Help
Wanted
Insurance moo
interested in
his own office
1. Sale Crew
2. High Commission
3. Group Insurance
4. Individual Insurance
5 Leads furnished
Call

753-2428

s how

OPENING

eason
of us.

the '1st
of December,
WRIGHT'S BOARDING
HOUSE
Route 5, Paris, Tennessee
Prefer elderly people.
Call collect 901-642-2604.

dialog

General Tire-Mayfield Plant

WANTED
Industrial maintenance personnel mechanics and elec•tricians (applicant must have a minimum of 3 years industrial experience).
Excellent fringe benefits, hospitalization, retirement,
paid holidays(10)and vacation.

1

Phone or Write
Personnel Manager
General Tire S. Rubber Co,
General Street, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Phone 247-6730 Extention 237
qs
Equal Opportunity Employer

A

g. Storage Buildings
CUSTOM BUILT portable
storage buildings, green
houses, dog houses and
bird houses. Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.

U11=11111
If you're a
good driver,
icon
probably
save you
money on car
Insurance

49. Used Cars 8 Trucks

46 Homes For Sale

33. Rooms For Rent
OFFICE,
MR.BUH WOULD LIKE TO 5EE YOUR
MR.li'LlWiFELn WOULD' LIKE 10 5a 4;its2OFFICL,
MR.RIC1'tARD9ON WOULD - -

15. Articles For Sale

20. Sports Equipment

ROOM,
SLEEPING
electric heat, private
refrigerator,
entrance,
Zimmerman Apts.,S. 16th
Street, 753-6609.

Supplies

37. Livestock
GO CARTS, 3 models, NORTHWESTERN* GOLF
Clubs, one complete set
prices are 241.95, 277.95,
and bag. Graphit Driver.
and 284.95. CB radios pace
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
model, 143. Sale price
grain bed farm trailer. 2
128.88. Pace model 144,
144.95.
price
sale
bicycles 26" -, 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
Fireplace enclosures with
glass doors; antique
brass, black and brass or
polished brass finish, 22. Mu, c..R
88.88 each. Wallin Hardware, across from post PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
office, Paris, Term.
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Bee Dyer 753OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
8911.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
special cut to your needs. 24 Miscellaneous
Call 436-2315.
FOR SALE majesaic
woodburning fireplaces.
Aluminum Service Co.
MILLIONS OF rugs have
Call 492-8647.
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
2 TON Ford tran1
finest. - Rent electric 1971 /
shampooer. Big K, Bel smission, radiator, 390
intake and carburetor.
Air Shopping Center.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
TWENTY-SIX new large
records, Four small chair, lion head, back
records. $20.00. Call 753- claw feet. Call 753-4716.
6325 or see at 403 S. 8th FOR SALE fat hens, ready
Street.
for Thanksgiving $2.00
each. Also 1968 OldHANNAH'S HUSBAND
smobile 88, $300.00. Call
Hector hates hard work so
436-5855.
he cleans the 'rugs with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
Auto, home of "Wishing
753-0670.
Well Gift Shop."
9 x 12 ORCHID nylon
carpet, $25.00. Coronado
chest freezer, $65.00.
Antiqued green bed and
chest, $20.00. Call 7539044.

REGISTERED POLLED
Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
no. Also cows, bred and
open heifers. Call 901-2475487. Rex Robinson.

38 Pets

Supplies

FOUR MONTH old French
Poodle. Call 753-6392.
ONE SIX WEEKS old
Peek-A-Poo. Call 753-1492.

3i

Seto tes (.P.P tql

1958 1-Bird, one owner CARPET
CLEANING,
Montana car. No rust.
experienced, very
New tires. All way above
reasonable rates,
Drive
average.
references, free
anywhere. Priced to sell.
estimates. Quick drying.
See Bob Cook, Hazel. Call
Call 753-6Ki7 or 753-9818.
492-8165.

WIRING
ELECTRICAL
1905 CHEVY 2 dr. hardtop
hose and industrial, air
V-8 automatic. Good
conditioning, and
transportation $200.00.
Phone 3544691.
and heating. Call 4744241
or 753-7203.
1972 FORD Custom pickup.
5,000 actual miles. Gets 15
CONLAKELAND
plus miles per gallon.
STRUCTION. Backhoe
HOUSE AND LOT, good
Call
condition.
Very good
work in vacinity of 121
location in growing
753-4366 after 5 p.m.
South and 94 South to New
Kirksey, Ky. Excellent
Concord. Gravel, white
water, new pump, new 50 C.im,ier
top soil
rock and
carpets, all electric,
furnished. $12,500. Route 22 fir. FULLY self- delivered anywhere. Call
contained travel trailer Rosa, 436-2505, open 7
1, Box 175, Kirksey, Ky.
1972 model. Sacrifice days a week.
Phone 489-2330.
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
PAIN47. Motorcycles
South 16th SU cet.Call 753- EXPERIENCED
TER will do interior or
3855.
exterior work by the hour
1273 YAMAHA MX 258,
or job. 7534,43.
51 Services Offered
excellent running condition. Call 753-9168 or 436LICENSED
ELEC- CARPET INSTALLED.
5370.
TRICIAN - Prompt ef$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
ficient service. No job too
We guarantee to please.
1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
small. Call Ernest White
Call David Mullinax, 474Call 436-5335 after 5:00
753-0605.
2789.
p.m.

49 Used Cars 8 Trucks

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

PLUMBING AND Electric,
odd jobs we like. All work
guaranteed to please. Call
James Burkeen, 474-2257.

1970 T-BIRD, full power
and air. AM stereo and
POODLE
SHOP.
tape. New radials. Call
Professional grooming.
SHOLAR JOHN
CONTACT
753-8161.
HUTCHENS'
All breeds. Pine Point
Brothers for all your
Plumbing and Electric.
Estates, Eagle Creek
bulklozing, backhoe work,
1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
No jobs too anall. Call
Road, 1 mile from
or trucking needs. Phone
cylinder, automatic, 1975
436-5642 early morning or
Buchanan Resort. Call
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354VW Serico. Call 753-0963.
late afternoon.
901-642-8977.
8161 after 7 p.m.

39 Poultry

Supplies

LIVE TURKEYS for sale.
Call 753-2299.

43. Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
five
has
Sycamore
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty yws ex
elusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.

27 Mobile Home SelP

1975 GMC 2 ton truck, low
mileage, like new. Must
sell. Call 474-2230.

GENERAL BACKHOE
CAMP-A-RAM). gales,
work. Gravel and top soil.
Coachman, Trail Star,
Call 436-5896 or 436-2306.
Fold down, unique, Good
2 mile east
1
used trailers,/
1969 BUICK, 2 door, vinyl
of 68 and M1 intersection. ROY HARMON'S CARPENTER
top, 4 speed, 350 engine.
SHOP
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
$450 cash. Call 767-4255.
Professionals. Building,
527-7807.
remodeling, repairing.
Sears,
BY
GUTTERING
Call
753-4124, South 4th
FASTBACK
1966
Sears seamless gutters
Street. Across from HiVolkswagon, good conyour
per
installed
Burger.
dition. New tires. Call 753Call Larry
specifications.
0605.
Lyles at 753-2310 for true.
WILL DO BABYSITTING
estimates.
in my home. Call 753-0725
1964 COMET straight shift,
or 753-6163.
6 cylinder. Phone 753- AWNING, CARPORTS,
2462.
patio covers and enWILL TEACH
piano
closures. Aluminum
lessons in my home. Call
SHARP 1968 El Camino, Service Co. Call 492-6647,
753-4589.
SS396. Four speed. Call
753-8739.
MAKE
TO
wet
WE WANT
WILL DO BOOKKEEPING
basements dry. No
for small business in my
CUSTOM BUILT van by
digging or pumping.
home. Experienced and
Chevrolet. Ball hitch front
Beaver water control
qualified. Call 435-4582
and rear, electric winch, succeeds where others
gas pop up top, electric, 2 fail. Guaranteed. Check
owners, actual miles, our
with 54 Free Column
methods
40,000. No rust, $1995. See
satisfied customers. For
_at 4th and Elm. Right for free estimates contact FIVE PART
Labrador
hunting, sports, art Morgan Construction Co.,
Retriever and Britney.
shows, camping.
502-442-7026 Route 2, Box
Six weeks old. Three male
4200A., Paducah, Ky.
490-1
and 2 female. Call 7531955 CHEVROLET truck
8514.
$2,550, or best offer. Call
489-2711.

NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
WE BUY used mobile
within view of Highway
homes. Top prices paid.
641. Estate of Alfred
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
Sales, Paducah. Call 4421918 or 443-8226.
FOR LISTING and selling
your property, see BoydALCOA
SIDING,
12x 70 FLAMINGO Manor, Majors Real Estate, 105
Aluminum Service Co.
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, North 12th, 753-8080 or call
Call 492-8647.
central heat and air, any of our salespeople:
throughout, Andra yion4y753-9036.
carpeted
16 Home Furnishings
refrigerator and stove, Pat Mobley: 753-8958;
electric fireplace, un- Homer Miller, 753-7519;
ELECTRIC STOVE,
derpinned, excellent Barbara Erwin, 753-4136;
avacado refrigerator with
condition. Call 753-9616. Reuben Moody, 753-9036;
The sooner you call,
105 lb. freezer on top. Call
B. B. Hook 753-2387.
the sooner you save.
753-6346.
DOUBLE WIDE trailer
1975 FIREBIRD Formula
ADVERTISEMENT
excellent condition. No WE HAVE clients wanting
Ronnie Ross
350. Air, power and tape
EARLY
BROYHILL
furniture, 6,200.00. or take (1) property with central
FOR BIDS
player. 21,000 actual
210 E. Main
American wingback sofa,
over payments. Call 753- heat and air in Robertson
489-2101.
Call
miles.
excellent condition Miens
Phone 753-0489
8623 or 753-8384.
School district; (2) 40
Sealed bids for equipment, furniture, and
7 HP riding mower, 26"
acres with old house- 1971 DATSUN station
necessary for the Calloway County Public
shelving
cut, motor only 2 years 12 x 65 MOBILE home
cash deal. Call now
for
wagon. Owner. Good
Library, 710 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071,
old, Man's leather coat
753Estate,
Wilson Real
Small
sale.
down
14. Want To Buy
condition. Call 354-6415,
will be received at the existing Calloway County
with zip out lining, like
3263. Or come by 202
payment. You
may
library, 710 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky
Public
Benton.
new, size 42. Call 489-2643
South 4th, across from
assume low monthly
AVACADO
USED
42071, until 2:00 P.M., C.S.T., Tuesday, December
4
after
p.m.
post office.
payments. Call 498-8419
refrigerator. Call 75316, 1975.
1971 DATSUN pickup.
after 5 p.m.
2636.
Specifications may be obtained from the Concondition.
Good
Owner.
KENMORE
WASHER,
LARGE, ELEGANT ranch
struction Office, Department of Library and ArCall 354-8415, Benton.
antique kitchen cabinets,
style home west of
chives, Post Office Box 537, Frankfort, Kentucky
VENEER LOGS wanted, dressing
1975 NEW MOBILE home
table
and
Murray, on 1 acre wooded 1971 OLDSMOBILE 98.
40601.
white oak, walnut, ash chiffrobe. Call 753-3593.
all electric, 2 bedroom, 12
lot. 3 bedrooms, 3 baths,
Bids may be mailed or delivered to the Calloway
and hackberry. Highest
x 50. Will sacrifice. Call
Excellent condition, good
County Public Library, 710 Main Street, Murray,
family room with massive
prices paid for logs 14" in 17. Vacuum Cleaners
•
474-2230.
tires, power
radial
Kentucky 42071 to arrive before 2:00 P.M., C.S.T., of
fireplace, central heat
up.
and
ahneter
steering, brakes and
Home
garage,
Mobile
the day set for receiving bids. The Department of
29.
car
2
air,
and
Ky.
Benton,
Delivered to
windows. 44,400 actual
KIRBY Vacuum Sales and
library and Archives will act as the Owner's Agent
carpet, much
built-ins,
Also will buy standing
Edgar
miles. $2,000.
Service, 500 Maple Street.
for all equipment,furniture, and shelving bids.
TWO BEDROOM, 12 x 60 more, see to appreicate,
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Shirley, call 753-3006.
New
and
rebuilt
The Owners reserve the right to hold all bids for a
Central
Moffitt
heat
$54,900.
trailer.
and
priced at
Miller 354-8440.
vacuums. Call 753-0359. 24
period not to exceed thirty (30) days from the date
air on private lot. Call 753_ Realty Co., 206 South 12th
Hour answering service.
I972 DODGE 1)500 2 ton
of the closing of bids and to reject any and all bids if
7304.
Street, 753-3597.
truck. 54000 miles. $2,800.
15 Articles For Sale
deemed to be in their best interest.
ELECTROLUX SALES
Call 753-4545 or 753-6763.
MOBILE
NEW
home,
mobile
WE HAVE a nice
and service. Call Tony
WURLITZER SPINET
CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
private yard, PIO per home that can be pur753-6760,
Montgomery,
1969 GMC PICKUP, ton,
piano, nice. Excellent
DISTRICT BOARD OF TRUSTEES
month. Water, garbage chased with a low down
day or night.
5,400 miles. 1957 Golden
condition. $400.00. Wicker
Max Hurt
pickup furnished. Call payment and payments
Hawk Studebaker. Call
President
twin head board, $20. Two
5.
753-8216 after
the same as rent. The
753-8583.
adjustable metal bed 19 Farm Equipment
in
located
mobile home is
frames,$20 each. Call 437MOBILE HOMES and the beautiful Keniana
1954 M FARMALL tractor.
4153.
spaces. Fox Meadows and Development at Hamlin,
$850. Call 474-2321.
Coach Estates. Families Ky. The mobile home and
SET OF NEW Colliers
only. South 16th Street. lot can be bought for only
TO 14A INTERNATIONAL
cheap.
Encyclopedias,
John
Let
$7,500.00.
Call 753-3855.
Dozer. 1949 Army Jeep.
Call 767-4055.
Neubauer or Bob Rodgers
Call 753-5612.
show you this property.
32 Apartments For Rent
ANTIQUE CHERRY sugar
Neubauer,
C.
John
20
Equipment
Sports
6 Experienced Pointers at your Service
chest; round dining table
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
(claw feet). Various other
FURNISHED
EF- Murray, Ky. 753-0101 or
No Job Too Large or Too Small
imirocy apartment,
items. 1603 College Farm 15 FT. GLASSPAR, Paris753-7531.
Free Estimates
Road. 10:00 a. in. to 4:00 Line trailer. 65 h. p., 1966
electric heat and air.
model Mercury motor.
bath
p. in.
and
enPrivate
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
46 Homes For Sale
Call 753-5788 after 5 or on
trance. Girls preferred.
weekends.
Inquire at 1606 W. Main. BY
CHAIN LINK FENCE,
Three
OWNER.
30 day special. Four ft.
bedroom brick, modern
high installed,$1.50 per It.
DEL?A PRO BASS,`.-FURNISHEL1
--heme-ea, one-sere 4041
85 Merciailocator, 'MENT. one or two' Highway 299 between
after-5.p:-.m. for free
trolling., motor, power
estimates, Allstar Fence
406 Sunbury Circle-Murray
Stella and Kirksey. lmbedrooms Zimmerman
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753Co., Paris, Tenn., 642-6492
Apartments. South 16th 'mediate possession
3226 after 4.
or 642-8947
Phone 489-2167
Street 753-6609
-

PAINTING

Residential-Commercial-Interior-Exterior

•

Carlos Black Jr. Painting' Contractor

•
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Funerals Burley Growers Sit Back And Wait Monday
Jack F. Parker
Dies On Monday,
Services Wednesday
Jack F. Parker, age 58, of 735
Vine Street, died Friday afternoon at 4:50 p.m. following a
coronary while in his car at 4th
and Main Streets.
Mr. Parker, an employee of
Fisher-Price Toys, is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Wanda Parker
and one daughter, Mrs. Eddie
Stubblefield, Rt. 2., Hazel. He is
also survived by four sisters:
Mrs. Talmadge (Hazel) Tutt,

Rt. 8; Mrs. Clay ( Ann) Darnell,
Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs. Clifton
(Sue) Wilkerson, Rt. 2; and
Mrs. Roy(Jo) Leslie of Murray.
Two brothers, Lynn Parker, Rt.
2, and Frank Parker, Rt. 3,
Benton, also survive as well as
four grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
at the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home at 2 p. m. Wednesday
with Bro. John Dale officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Mr. Parker was born on Jan.
2, 1917, the son of the late
Harvey and Johnnie Farless
Parker of Calloway County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2 p. m.
today.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Predictions that Kentucky burley growers would await early
sales results before putting
large amounts of tobacco up for
sale appear to be coming true
as the marketing season opens.
Kentucky growers sold a total
3f 12,205,800 pounds of burley
Monday in the opening day of
auctions. They received a total
of $12,946,601, an average of
$106.07 per hundred pounds.
Growers brought in 18,059,000

pounds of burley on the first
day last year, sold it for an average of $1.08 a pound, and saw
peak prices come two to three
weeks later.
Robert W. Rouse, manager of
Central District, Warehousing
Corp. in Lexington, had predicted that this season many
farmers would "want to kind of

sit back and see how the market opens."
Sales were held Monday at 27
of Kentucky's 30 markets.
Growers at Lexington, the
largest burley market, sold the
most tobacco, 1,760,868 pounds,
for an average of $106.56 per
hundred pounds.
The
lowest
volume
was
recorded at Covington, where
112,572
pounds
of
burley
brought an average of $101.47
per hundred pounds.
Mount Sterling had the day's
highest prices, averaging
$111.18 per hundred pounds on
volume of 650,122 pounds.
The lowest average was
$97.77 at Bowling Green, where

farmers sold

404,321 pounds of

burley.
The Federal-State

Market

News Service at Lexington said
grade averages across the
eight-state burley belt were
mostly lower than on opening

inson-Patman

Beltwide, farmers sold 31,137,900 pounds of burley on
opening day last year for an
average of $108.50.

Prices for mixed and nondescript tobacco were mostly down
$4 to $18 per hundredweight

Tobacco sold in the belt Monday was tabbed as good quality, but had more fair and low

from last year's opening levels.

grades than on the first day

ALBANY, N.Y.(AP) — After
a week of political haggling,
the state legislature appeared
ready today to approve a $200
million New York City tax in-

crease it hopes will impress
President Ford and pry loose
federal aid for the city.
Democratic Gov. Hugh Carey
secured what he called "a
broad understanding" on the
tax package Monday night,
with largely symbolic concessions to minority-group legislators and Republicans who
had been withholding their support from it.
Legislative staffs worked

i

5

e?

j

4,14,

ley that fails to sell for at least
$1 over support levels. The average support price this year is
$96.10 per hundred pounds.
Burley is sold in Kentucky,
Indiana, Ohio, Tennessee, West
Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina and Missouri.

conferences today and, barring
any last-minute hitch, put to a
final vote late this afternoon or
tonight.
Now Carey must try to

convince the White House that the
tax increase — and a companion bill requiring New York
City employes to contribute to
their pensions — are the kind
of "further steps towards fiscal
responsibility" which Ford said
he wants to see before reconsidering his opposition to federal aid to help the city avert
default.

negotiate agreement on the tax
bills.
First the lawmakers deadlocked, with Republicans insisting on a one-cent increase in
the city sales tax and Democrats favoring increases in income and commuter taxes.
That was settled with agreement on a compromise package
of increased levies on income,
banks, automobile use, cigarettes, estates and various
services.
But a new snag developed
Saturday when members of the
Black and Puerto Rican
Caucus, who control a crucial
block in the Assembly's Democratic majority, withheld their
support. They demanded a minority-group member be appointed to the Emergency Financial Control Board (EFCB),
the state body now running the
city's fiscal affairs.
The governor, fearful that
yielding to such demands would
mean a return to interest-group
politics, refused, turning instead to the Assembly's Republican minority for support.
But Assembly Minority Leader
Perry Duryea held out, arguing
that in the interests of "home
rule" the tax increases should
be authorized by the state and
imposed by the city, not unposed directly by the state.
Carey declared Monday that
he would "accept the full responsibility" for the, tax increases. That was aimed at Republican fears that the taxes
would be blamed on Ford and
the GOP unless the Democratic-controlled New York City
Council had final say on them.

Maryland Governor Says He'll
Keep Office And Fight Charges
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through the night drafting the
specific legal language of the
compromise deal. The tax bills
were to be presented to party

Meanwhile, in New York
City, a crowd- estimated by police from 5,000 to 15,000 persons
rallied in Times Square to express support for the city in its
fiscal struggles.
The thousands who attended
pealed or weakened by amend- In the raw, chilly weather stood
ments that their major battle for nearly two hours to hear
would be one of survival," said the politicians' speeches and
John E. Lewis, executive vice the singing of the National Anpresident of the National Small them by opera star Robert
Merrill and to watch Leonard
Business Association.
Bernstein conduct a student or"There is no question that
chestra in a rendition of his
thousands would be driven
own composition, "New York,
from the marketplace," he told
New York, It's a Wonderful
a House subcommittee Nov. 5.
Town."
An association statement enThe tax package in the legisdorsed by 20 other organ- lature is a crucial part of
izations of small businessmen, Carey's $6.6 billion plan to
ranging from bakers to winesel- avert a default by the city, belers, argues that there is no cause it is designed to impress
proof that the Robinson-Patman
Washington,and secure some
Act "is responsible for sellers $2.5 billion in loan guarantees
maintaining higher price lev- or other federal aid.
els."
It took Carey a full week to

If you save $5.00
a week,

eile`

hasi
$250.00

You'll never miss the small amounts you set aside in a Christmas Club
account with us, but you'll be mighty happy next November when you
receive that big Christmas Club check for the grand total you've saved.
Now is the time to start. Stop in with your first deposit this week and
you'll quickly recognize why Christmas Club is so successful for so many
of your friends and neighbors.

allowed," Mandel said after litical fund-raisers: W. Dale
of the charges re- Hess, 45, former majority whip
turned against him Monday by of the House of Delegates; busia federal grand jury after_a_M_nessman Harry W. Rodgers III,
month investigation.
48; Irvin Kovens, 57, a powerful
-—
Mandel, a Democrat who suc- behind-the-scenes man in state
ceeded Republican Spiro T. Ag- politics.
new as governor in 1969, was
Also named in the mail fraud
indicted with five long-time po- and racketeering counts were
litical friends and business as- William A. Rodgers, brother of
sociates.
Harry Rodgers, and Ernest N.
According to the 24-count in- Cory Jr., a Laurel, Md., attordictment, Mandel, 55, the first ney.
incumbent Maryland governor
Thirteen of the mail fraud
ever indicted, traded guberna- counts involve the mailing of
torial influence and decisions letters, four involve checks tofor money and business inter- taling $22,619.50 and three inests from the day he became volve the mailing of transcripts
governor to the present.
of Mandel press conferences.
Mandel and Hess were also
A statement issued by U.S.
Attorney Jervis S. Finney said accused of falsifying their fedthe central charge in the in- eral income tax returns. Bribedictment is that Mandel sought ry counts were filed against
favorable legislation for a now- Mandel, Hess and the Rodgers
defunct horse race track after brothers.
Finney would not comment
the other men named in the indictrnent secretly purchased on the indictment and said he
did not know when the defendthe track.
ants would be oorraigned. If
In return, the statement said, convicted on all counts, Mandel
Mandel received secret finan- could be sentenced to up to 140
cial interest in other business years in prison.
enterprises controlled by the
Mandel, a member of the
men.
General Assembly since 1952,
Indicted with Mandel on 20 was elected governor by the
counts each of mail fraud and legislature in 1969 when Agnew
one or more counts of rackresigned to become vice presieteering were three of the gov- dent. He won election to the ofernor's closest friends and po- fice in 1970 and 1974.
learning

(rhotoby Gerald Carter)

Postal Service Busy
Printing 1T Stamps
WASHINGTON (AP) —

Despite congressional and legal
efforts to halt a planned increase in postal rates, the Postal Service is busy printing new
13 cent stamps that will be
needed on first class mail beginning next month.
"The 13 cent rate will go into
effect Dec. 28 unless there is
some law to the contrary in the
meantime," said Postmaster
Gen. Benjamin F. Bailer.
The House has approved a
bill that would hold the rate increase to 12 cents, but there appears to be little chance that
that measure will be used to
halt the scheduled price hike.
Mailing a first class letter
now costs 10 cents.
Some people seem to think
that because of a bill the House
passed, the increase will only
go to 12 cents. But that bill
hasn't become law and we plan
to put the 13-cent rate into effect Dec. 28," Bailar said in an
interview Monday.
An aide to the Senate Post
Office Committee said hearings
are not scheduled yet on the
House-passed bill. This makes
it unlikely the Senate will act
on the House bill in time to prevent the full increase to 13
cents on Dec. 28, the aide said.
"It looks like it will be next
year before we hold hearings,"
he said.
Bailar said the Postal Service, which is losing nearly $7
million per day under present
rates, needs the new revenue
that the increase would bring
in. The House bill "from a fi-

_ctock./147,4et
Pricea of stocks of local intersat at noon
today furnished to the Ledger k 11mes by
I. M.Simon Co. are as follows:

Airco
Amer. Motors
nancial standpoint would just Aahlsod Oil
A.T.& T.
make a bad situation worse," Ford
Gen. Motors
the postmaster general said.
Gen. Tire
Bailer has announced
a Goodrich
Gulf Oil
series of economy measures Pennwak
that he said would save money Quaker Oats
RepublicSteel
without affecting service. In ad- Singer
dition, the Postal Service has TaP9011
Western Union
said it is considering cutbacks Zenith

17% +44i
5% unc
15% -it
50% +%
42% vac
56 +it
1544 +%
111%
it
20%
%
30%
36%
36% +Vs
Id
dime
16% +%
24% -St
in service, including eliminaPrices of stock *I local interest atjpii
.
e
tion of Saturday mail delivery. EDT, an*, hinsind to the Ledgir &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray,are as follows:
US.Homes
4% one
Kaufman Broad
6% +46
Ponderosa Systems
lOSt unc
Kimberly Clark
/
4
36% +3
Union Carbide
•
MI% +lid
W.R.Grace
34% unc
Texaco
23% +is
General Elec
4.4 +%
November 22, 1975
GAF Corp.,
11 -it
Georgia Pacific
42% +%
Pfizer
311% +%
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Jim Walters
3444 +%
11% one
Baby Boy Arnett (Mother: Kirsch
Disney
62 +%
Ronnie, 201 College Courts, Franklin Mint
79% +%

Hospital
Report

Murray, Baby Girl Elliott
(mother: Roberta), 228 N. 5th
St., Mayfield, Ky. 42066, Baby
Boy Hook ( mother: Ruth Ann),
817 North 17th, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Donnal L. Almond, 1510
Clayshire, Murray, Miss
Jennifer Lynn Howe, Route 7,

Murray, Mr. Clinton Pennington, Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
Melissa Gail Manning and Baby
Boy, Route 1, Kirksey, Ky.
42054, Mrs. Conley Louise
Paschall, Route 1 Box 258,
Farmington, Ky. 42040, Mr.
Preston Hall Evitts, Route 1,
Hazel, Ky. 42049, Mrs. Mary
Bea Miller, 755 Riley Court,
Murray, Mrs. Virginia, Ruth
Brown, Route 1, Hardin, Ky.
42048, Mrs. Lula Simmons,
Hazel, Ky. 42049, Mr. Bob Cloys
Hutchens, Route 1, Puryear,
Tn., Mrs. Lillie Dunn, 905
Poplar, Murray.
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Pre-Thanksgiving Special *
40
41
Wednesday, Nov. 26,
*

Rudy's

Our way to say thanks to the thousands of people that have
+ been our customers for the past year.
41

41

Lunch and Dinner
Turkey with Oyster Dressing
Baked Virginia Ham
with Orange Glaze
Baked Leg Olamb Italian Style
Choice of 3 Vegetables

$

I

MICKEY

AND FRIEND — Mrs. Anwar Sadat, wife
of Egypt's pres,d, • • irs Orlando, Fla , exhibition during
I) S visit
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Asparagus with Hollandaise Sauce
Whipped Potatoes
Whole Baked Apples Stuffed
with Crushed Pineapple
Whole Cut Green Beans with Almonds
I Salads 1
Waldorf or Tossed

41
4
I Dessert I
41 • Hot Fudge Cake - Peach Cobbler - Chocolate Cake
41
Only $225
•• •
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CARTER $CHOOL PTA—The sponsoring organization for Cub
Scout Pack 57, at a recent PTA
meeting presented the Pack with its charter and a $25 check Front
row Jerry Broach, Kevin
Wolf, James Wells, Bret Waugh. Middle row: Michael
Johnson, Jerry McCuiston, Michael
Morgan, David Whet, Phillip Carter, David Randolph,
Mark McClard. Back row Gerald Carter,
Cub Master, Ann Watson, President Carter PTA,John Randolph,
Cub Master.

41
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The government takes any bur-

New York Legislature Appears
Ready To Approve Tax Increase

Act, the 1936
The
regulated
industries,
statute that prohibits manufac- such as airlines and railroads,
turers and wholesalers from of- generally oppose the adminisfering special low prices to (ration reforms on grounds that
sonic customers and not to oth- some companies on the brink of
BALTIMORE (AP) — Maryers.
financial disaster cannot sur- land Gov. Marvin Mandel, inSome administration officials
vive without the protection of dieted with five others on feder-feel the statute harms con- government regulation.
al mail fraud, racketeering and
surners by discouraging cona=-- Several organizations of bribery
charges, says he will
petition and keeping Prices high - small businessmen are mar- remain in office as he attempts
for food, clothing, appliances shaling their forces to oppose to prove
his innocence.
and a broad range of other
any plan to weaken or repeal
"I will now have the oppormerchandise.
the Robinson-Patman Act.
tunity to prove my innocence in
'Protecting small business as
"We believe that small busi- a court of law, which I intend
such may not be the most pro- ness would be so disadvantaged to pursue with every resource
I
consumer, pro-competitive if Robinson-Patman were
re- have and to the fullest extent

irViW

throughout the el,ght-etate belt tobacco and more lugs, cutters
at $100 to $110 per
hundred and Ups.
pounds, and said the extreme
The percentage of sales taken
range in grade averages
wa-s under government support was
from about $72 to about $115.
estimated at 5 to 10 per cent.

day last year.
The only grades that showed
improvement were better quality marketings, which were up
$2 to IS per hundred pounds.

Administration Considering
Amendment To Price Measure
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
thing to do," Rose said.
Ford administration is.consid"On the surface, the Robinering asking Congress to son-Patman Act seems to have
amend or repeal a law intended some anticompetitive effects,"
to shield small merchants from agreed Stan Morris, an official
price discrimination by wholeof the Office of Management
salers and manufacturers. The and Budget, which also is inissue is stirring up a hornets' volved in the administration renest of debate.
view.
The White House Domestic
Morris and Rose said in inCouncil has invited economists, terviews that the public hearbusinessmen, lawyers and fed- ings were scheduled because
eral officials to discuss the law administration officials feel
at hearings Dec. 8-10.
they need more information beJonathan C. Rose, a deputy fore making specific recomassistant attorney general in mindations to President Ford.
the Justice Department's antiThe move to change the Robtrust division, said adminis- inson-Patman Act stems from a
tration officials probably will much broader administration
develop a specific legislative drive to diminish government
Proposal following the hearings, regulation of business on the
Rose has been working with theory that less regulation will
Domestic Council staff mem- lead to more intense combers on the wide-ranging ad- petition and perhaps lower
ministration review of the Robprices.

The market news Service
es- last year, the service said. In
timated the general average addition, there was less mixed
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